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Abstract

Indium nitride (InN) is a group III-V semiconductor that is part of the Al,Ga:N family. It is an infrared bandgap semiconductor with great potential for use in photovoltaic applications. Being an intrinsically n-type material, p-type doping is naturally one of the ongoing hot topics in InN research, which is of interest in the fabrication of pn junctions.

Plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) grown Mg doped InN thin film was investigated via systematic optical characterizations. Photoluminescence (PL) measurement has been a key part of the research, exhibiting a wide range of spectral lines between 0.54 and 0.67 eV. In a critical Mg concentration range of $2.6 \times 10^{17}$ and $1.0 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, a strong luminescence line at 0.6 eV has been associated with a Mg-related deep acceptor. Correspondingly, a variable magnetic field Hall (VFH) effect measurement has successfully probed a buried hole-mediated conductivity path underneath a surface electron accumulation layer. This specific doping range also led to a manifestation of a “true” band-to-band transition at 0.67 eV. Such an observation has not previously been reported for InN and in our case this assignment is convincingly supported by the quadratic characteristic of the excitation power law. This established that a rigorous control of Mg flux can sufficiently compensate the background electron concentration of InN via the substitutional incorporation on In sites (Mg$_{\text{In}}$). However, introduction of donor-like complexes somewhat suppressed this process if too much Mg or even alternative dopants such as Zn and Mn were used. Also distinctively observed was a strongly quenched PL quantum efficiency from heavily doped films, where time-resolved differential transmission (TRDT) measurement showed a bi-exponential carrier lifetime decay curve owing to the onset of Auger recombination processes. These observations certainly have profound implications for devices and beyond.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“It’s as if nature designed this material on purpose to match the solar spectrum.”

Wladek Walukiewicz

An epoch-making discovery of light emitting devices has modified the face of the world and yet a great deal of potential for the future of these goods is ongoing. The rigorous search for novel materials continues and naturally seeks potential lighting devices that can be more efficient. Perhaps the key to this endeavor is the somewhat overlooked semiconductor, indium nitride (InN). This thesis reports some understanding of the optical property of p-InN, which is of interest in the future optoelectronics.

1.1 Motivation and history of the III-nitrides; Keying into the next generation

As a part of the evolution of our daily lives, semiconductor applications have advanced by leaps and bounds. Till date, the most common type of electronic application is silicon-based (Si) as the material being abundant and inexpensive\(^1\). Si also takes the initiative in research perspective which provides the fruitful fundamental roadmap for other new semiconductors. Despite all of this, Si has a few weaknesses including its indirect bandgap and an insufficient light conversion, which restrict the use in advanced opto-electronics application. Thus, this situation has naturally prompted new research routes towards more efficient semiconductors in solar cells, III-nitrides\(^2\text{-}4,8,15\). (Al,Ga,In)N is expected to be the next generation of semiconductors which can satisfy many desired requirements for both photovoltaic
applications and LEDs. Chief among them GaN has received considerable attention as a candidate. The optical properties of GaN are well known as this semiconductor forms the basis of “blue” LEDs through its bandgap of 3.4 eV\(^{5,7}\). In the 1990s, Nakamura et al.\(^{9-13}\) first reported high-brightness Ga-rich In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N light emitting diodes (LEDs). After this breakthrough, the III-nitride lighting sector has found commercial success (ie. street lighting and displays) and GaN has become the most important semiconductor since Si. InN is also active affiliation with In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N LEDs but much less effort has been devoted to InN or In-rich In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N.

The optical bandgap value of InN is traced to the early 1980s. The first distinctive optical absorption edge at about 1.9 eV was determined by Tansley and Foley\(^{18}\) and this value was specified as an official bandgap\(^{19-21,39}\). Early prognosis for InN as the red binary point of In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N devices was rather unenthusiastic and has been complicated by many hurdles. The major challenge of InN is an inherent difficulty in growing a device standard quality due to 1) the low decomposition temperature of In, and 2) a high spatial impurity concentration (ie. an oxygen contamination). These persistent issues led to a lack of fundamental knowledge about InN and have remained drawbacks to device fabrication.

1.2 InN bandgap; A subject prolific with controversy

An unexpected discovery makes something out of nothing. The recent III-nitride growth by advanced techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has introduced ‘a new era of InN’. After a long silence in the literature, Davydov et al.\(^{14}\) triggered the research interests of InN in 2001. A plasma-assisted MBE grown InN thin film exhibited a strong absorption peaking below 1 eV. This observation suggested that the initial bandgap of 1.9 eV for InN was incorrect. Re-evaluation of InN was conducted and progressively lower optical band gaps in the range of 0.65 - 0.80 eV were confirmed\(^{22,24-25}\). Other crucial parameters were naturally re-written. MBE grown InN epilayers with much reduced background electron concentrations were produced. Moreover, the small electron effective mass in a range of 0.04 - 0.14 \(m_0\) (\(m_0\) is the free electron mass)\(^{35}\) with a high electron mobility of 3200 cm\(^2\)/Vs identified InN as a promising candidate for high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs)\(^{17}\). The publication rate concerning the material increased dramatically as depicted in figure 1.1.
An agreement of the infrared bandgap value of InN has emerged\textsuperscript{22,30-33} and the present best estimate reports 0.67 eV\textsuperscript{24}. Many literatures highlighted the consequence of a higher energy absorption onset in previous reports. The chief reason is an oxygen induced background electron concentration that results in occupied states well above the conduction band minimum (CBM). This phenomenon is called the Moss-Burstein effect\textsuperscript{29} and absorption transitions to empty conduction band states occur at energies higher than the bandgap value. Theoretical simulation has predicted that the Moss-Burstein occupation can extend the absorption energy as much as 2 eV for InN\textsuperscript{32}. Anyhow, the fact that the new value being located in the infrared region was more than enough to fascinate the semiconductor industry.

1.3 The resurgence of interest in InN

The potential spectral range of III-nitrides now fully covers the solar spectrum with the new establishment of the infrared bandgap nature of InN. This means that a new high-efficiency solar cell can be tuned across the UV to IR regions via the full visible solar spectrum, using only a single system of In\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N alloys as shown in figure 1.2. This prospect not only enhanced the potential performance of future optoelectronics\textsuperscript{34} but also offered a wide range of available applications including terahertz emitters and high-speed transistors\textsuperscript{17}. 

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.1.png}
\caption{InN publications per year [based on the ‘Web of Science’] and reported optical bandgaps\textsuperscript{14,18-28}.}
\end{figure}
The reality of the current situation however, is rather compromised as many basic properties of the material remain vague. Not only is the fundamental bandgap of InN yet to be directly seen but to get In-rich In\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N based devices commercialized, the realization of p-InN is a weighty issue to be solved. Despite this, less attention has been paid on the central properties of p-InN. Although a large number of InN studies now show the better control of defect frequency, the morphology of p-InN is yet at a pioneer stage. The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the current state of the art of p-InN, and provide a fruitful path to understand the central properties of the material.

1.4. Thesis outline ; A promise to keep and place to go

The somewhat unique characteristics of InN contribute to the current poor understanding of p-type InN. Nevertheless, the foregoing discussions postulate InN as the ‘key’ to the next generation of semiconductor electronics and the maturity of InN is expected to be hard won in the foreseeable future. This thesis presents an investigation of InN with trace amount of dopants. A significant component will be the photoluminescence (PL) study relevant to the current problems that p-InN is facing and proposes an explanation that will move toward developing device applications.
The past physical signature of both InN and GaN is reviewed Chapter Two. This delivers an insight into current central properties and challenges of InN. In Chapter Three, the band structure of InN is introduced followed by discussions of luminescence properties. This also links to the description of the experiment and the interrelated theories of the PL spectroscopy. The fourth and fifth chapters are the optimizations of Mg-doped InN series. The growth morphology of InN:Mg is mentioned and then discussions of comprehensive PL studies follow. Time-resolve differential transmission (TRDT), variable magnetic field Hall effect (VFH), secondary ion-mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) have contributed to the interpretation. This thesis considers all of these practices in parallel to PL. The sixth chapter involves the investigation of p-InN with a number of potential acceptor candidates including Zn and Mn. There is interest in determining whether alternative acceptors might give a device quality p-type InN. In the final chapter, the conclusion is drawn based on a wealth of gathered information throughout the research.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

The noteworthy establishment of a near infra-red bandgap for InN provided a significant motivation for the next generation of nitride based research. In the past decade, a rigorous effort has been devoted to grow high quality InN thin films. Moreover, recent research interests have now been shifted from understanding fundamental properties of intrinsic InN to focusing on the realization of p-type InN using Mg, given its success with GaN\(^6\). However, a limited number of studies have been conducted to understand the basis of p-type InN. In this chapter, the past physical signatures of (In,Ga)N are revisited and furthermore provides an insight into a current central property of InN. Results regarding challenges in InN:Mg are also comprehensively discussed.

2.1 Revisiting physical signatures of GaN; How’s and why’s of Mg doping

Doping is the appealing technique that makes semiconductors part of meaningful technology, which not only enables the modification of both the electrical and optical properties of semiconductors but also it is immensely important in terms of applications (ie. a pn junction base). This issue cuts across the critical realization of p-type InN and the first question naturally followed of ‘what material should be chosen as a suitable dopant and how?’

According to the periodic table, the cations are a group III element (nitrogen is a group V) for the (In,Ga,Al)N. The potential acceptor candidates therefore belong to the group II elements and can substitute for In, Ga, and Al. Of the candidate acceptors, Mg is expected to be the
most suitable candidate for p-type and incorporation with GaN gives the small binding energy of 120 meV (note: Zn is 340 meV). It is well known that an acceptor with a smaller binding energy is very useful as it allows a higher free hole concentration (a wider p-type window) and returns a less resistivity. The ‘choice’ and ‘adequacy’ of dopants for a given material is generally dictated by three arrangement types of incorporation into the atomic lattice, which are schematically drawn in figure 2.1. These alternatives certainly have showed different doping aspects in GaN:Mg. Through trial and error, the doping morphology of GaN:Mg had paved the way for InN to follow.

Substitution has the impurity atom taking over the host lattice site such as In, Ga, and Al. In such an arrangement, the Mg formed an acceptor state deep inside the bandgap and the observation of p-type conductivity was feasible for GaN. Interstitial means the impurity is situated in between the host lattices sites. The electrical signatures of GaN:Mg have reported an interstitial gallium (Ga_i) acting as either a shallow or deep donor. Hence this occupation increases the background electron concentration. Complexes are formed when multiple defects are introduced and connected in some fashion by the host lattice. Such organization induces the Mg to pair with residual impurities such as hydrogen (Mg-H). Hydrogen often acts as a shallow donor in III-nitrides (exclusively as a donor for InN) and the reported activation energy (ie a shallow donor’s binding energy) for Mg-H is in a range of 4 - 12 meV for (In,Ga)N.

It was likely to first consider Mg as the most suitable acceptor dopant for InN. In 1999, Blant et al. determined the incorporation of Mg on the crystal lattice. An extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) study proved that Mg can be incorporated on the In sites (MgIn) and this discovery initially suggested Mg as an adequate acceptor dopant for InN. Mamutin et al. examined heavily doped InN:Mg films with a Mg concentration range of $10^{19} - 3 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$, although it was later discovered that such a concentration range
was rather overwhelming and somewhat degraded the crystal quality. Commonly observed was that the standard Hall effect measurement thwarted a measure of p-type conductivity. A few years later, the presence of a surface electron accumulation layer postulated InN as a ‘complicated material’ \(^{31,62-67}\).

### 2.2 Surface accumulation layer

The evidence of a surface electron accumulation layer in InN was first noticed in a 2000 synchrotron radiation photoemission spectroscopy (SRPES) study by Schaff et al.\(^{62}\). This study recognized a somewhat high value of electron density approximately \(10^{20}\) cm\(^{-3}\) at the surface of metal/InN interfaces and was attributed to an electron accumulation. A 2004 specular high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (HREEL) study by Mahboob et al.\(^{67}\) confirmed that such an intrinsic surface layer is still present at ‘as grown’ InN thin film surfaces. This literature also highlighted the importance of the charge neutrality level (CNL), which is the key aspect for the surface states nature and the role of native point defects\(^{71}\). The CNL has alternative names of the branch point energy (\(E_B\)) and the Fermi stabilization energy (\(E_{FS}\)) and is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The concept of the CNL is the average energy of native point defects, examples of which are \(\text{In}_{\text{int}}\) and \(\text{N}_{\text{vac}}\) for InN. A 1984 study by Tersoff\(^{256}\) discussed the potential ‘midgap’ state, which is originated from a hetero-structured band discontinuity. This band offset is attributed to a bandgap misfit of an alloyed semiconductor. A threading dislocation from a metallic interface or a lattice mismatch between the substrate and a single semiconductor also can be a primary cause. Wavefunctions from the band states extend into the nearby ‘empty space’ and produce the midgap states\(^{256}\). This mechanism is drawn schematically in figure 2.2. The midgap state is positively (negatively) charged if such an electronic level is close to the conduction band (the valence band) and the CNL points to the equilibrium formation.

**Figure 2.2** The schematic of electronic energy band alignments of semiconductor. The shaded boxes indicate occupied gaps. The arrows represent the wavefunctions and the charged states are located nearby the conduction (top) and valence (bottom) bands\(^{256}\).
It is very difficult to accurately verify the CNL by using a simple model. In fact, the CNL by itself is not sufficient to determine the surface state (charged) type and must be compared to its relative position to the Fermi level ($E_F$). If the $E_F$ is located below (above) the CNL, the native point defects are donors (acceptors). A good example of this tendency is the neutral formation of hydrogen ($H^0$). This is the crossover point for hydrogen whether it acts as a donor, $H^+$ ($E_F < H^0$) or an acceptor, $H^-$ ($E_F > H^0$) as a function of the $E_F$. A simple theoretical approach can pinpoint the neutral formation of hydrogen and its average value (from a wide range of semiconductors) is well specified as presented in figure 2.3.

Similar to the neutral formation of hydrogen in the figure above, the CNL of InN is located deep inside the conduction band. The intrinsic (or typical) $E_F$ position of InN should be below this CNL and the native defects are therefore exclusively donors. As has been reported, the surface state of InN is located above the $E_F$. This circumstance makes the surface state donors positively charged (unoccupied) and the $E_F$ pins to the conduction band minimum (CBM) at the $\Gamma$-point. Also discussed was that the donors at surface states must be ionized (to be positively charged), forming an electron accumulation layer. Such a surface layer makes contacting a p-type layer problematic as standard electrical measurements such as Hall become strongly influenced by the high density electrons.
Figure 2.4 The alternative formation of conduction band minimum ($E_C$) and the Fermi energy level (empty circle) correspond to $\text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{N}$ alloy composition. The CNL is also drawn (the horizontal solid line).

Interestingly, a $\text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{N}$ ternary system contains two discernible surface morphologies. $\text{GaN}$ has the opposite tendency to $\text{InN}$ of having a slight depletion layer at the surface. As displayed in figure 2.4, both the $E_F$ and CNL of $\text{GaN}$ sit within the bandgap. The $E_F$ is located above the CNL (an acceptor native defect) in the Ga-rich zone, therefore a careful control of compositions or background electron concentration enables both $n$- and $p$-type conductivity.

Complexity arises at $\text{In}_x = 0.46$ onwards, where the CNL is located above the conduction band minima (CBM), configuring an accumulation layer as discussed in the previous paragraph. Under this circumstance, a $p$-type surface layer, which is the key requirement for applications, is somewhat suppressed. As a consequence, there are as yet no reports of direct electrical contact to a $p$-type layer on the surface of $\text{InN}$ layer. However, an embedded $p$-type layer has been indirectly examined either by electrochemical capacitance-voltage (CV) or variable magnetic field Hall effect (VFH).

2.3 Evidence of buried $p$-type layers in Mg-doped $\text{InN}$

The first discovery of an embedded $p$-type layer was reported by Anderson et al., in 2006. A series of PAMBE grown Mg-doped epilayers were examined by using a combination of various characterizations. VFH studies revealed distinctive evidence of buried $p$-type states.
beneath a surface electron accumulation layer and correspondingly, a prominent Mg-related luminescence feature was clearly resolved at 0.56 eV with the activation energy of 110 meV. The Mg activation energy in InN:Mg is expected to be smaller than those from GaN:Mg since the binding strength of Mg as a deep acceptor in III-nitrides is proportional to the effective hole mass and the bandgap\(^{250}\); more details are given in section 3.6. Jones et al.\(^{132}\) also examined a quantitative bulk property in Mg doped InN by using electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) and successfully observed the embedded hole layers below the accumulated surface region. PL has not been a critical part of initial the experiments in Mg-doping as emission from such film was heavily quenched (ie. either a weak PL emission or none).

The evidence of a buried p-type layer encouraged more InN:Mg research. Wang et al.\(^{134,135}\) published two papers in the following year and have actively participated in the development of p-InN. A systematic analysis by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) determined that initial N-polar thin films flipped to In-polar as the Mg content reached the critical value of \(10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\), where the accumulated Mg defects was recognized on the InN surface\(^{134}\). Meanwhile, it was also discovered that the Mg sticking coefficient had no dramatic change upon the polarity type\(^{135}\). The observation is in sharp contrast to a surface polarity dependent study of Mg doped GaN\(^{174}\). Ga-polar GaN thin films yielded relatively higher Mg sticking coefficients than those from N-polar faces, indicating more plentiful Mg incorporation.

The interrelationship between electrical and optical results of InN:Mg was also analyzed. In a 2007 study by Wang et al.\(^{133}\), PL decreased markedly with increasing Mg content and was observed only from samples with a low Mg cell temperature range of 150 to 175 °C. At the highest Mg cell temperature of 320 °C, a restoration of PL intensity was noted but was rather structureless. This PL restoration was attributed to the complexes introduced by overdoping. PL measurements (taken from a low range of Mg cell temperature) revealed a number of midgap energy peaks near 0.61 eV and similar to what has been observed elsewhere\(^{61}\), the features were likely correlated to a deep Mg acceptor with an activation energy of 61 meV\(^{133}\). Meanwhile, the electrical properties of InN:Mg samples taken from single magnetic field Hall effect measurements (SFH) exhibited a general n-type trend of decreasing mobility but increasing electron carrier concentration as a function of Mg content\(^{133}\).
Khan et al. examined an usual characteristic of PL from Metal-Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD) grown InN:Mg in the same year. The PL emission line was at a relatively high energy position of approximately 0.76 eV for the sample grown using Mg flow rate of 15ml/min (corresponds to the Mg concentration approximately $1.8 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$). A typical Arrhenius decay behaviour was seen from a temperature dependent PL study and the activation energy yielded 54 meV for a Mg related emission, being in close agreement with the range of activation energies reported by Anderson et al. and Wang et al. It is worth noting that this PL of samples taken from MOCVD grown InN:Mg exhibited the high energy features as much as 0.82 eV. This may be attributed to the tendency of InN to pair with hydrogen during the growth and its exclusive donor nature contributes to the onset of the Moss-Burstein effect in InN; more details are given in section 3.5. In fact, the common carrier gas in MOCVD is hydrogen (and NH$_3$). This issue is one of the key challenges for InN growth and is the subject of the next section.

2.4 Growth problem; Searching for a perfect fit

The low dissociation temperature of InN is problematic and somewhat limits the use of various growth techniques. Owing to a weak In-N bond, the growth temperature of InN is limited to 600 °C. Thereby, it faces difficulties in MOCVD growth since such a restriction weakens the strength to decompose the residual impurities such as hydrogen and oxygen. For instance, the p-type doping using Mg can be established by an annealing process in the case of the complex doping arrangement (Mg-H) in GaN:Mg, whereas this is rather problematic for InN. Perhaps, the best solution is offered by the ultra high vacuum (UHV) Plasma-Assisted Molecular Beam Epitaxy (PAMBE) growth technique, which can significantly prevent this event and makes any post growth annealing process unnecessary. Therefore it has always been the first choice for the growth of (In,Ga)N:Mg, among arrays of growth mechanisms such as MOCVD and Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD).

Another growth problem is the lack of lattice matched substrates. A high spatial defect frequency caused by a mismatch make it difficult to achieve device quality material. The mismatches to common substrates of sapphire (Al$_2$O$_3$) and Si are 26% and 8%, respectively. Alternatively, Anderson et al. obtained encouraging carrier concentration and
Hall mobility values of $2 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ and of 200 cm$^2$/Vs, respectively using a Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) substrate, where the mismatch is only 2% with InN. The findings are much better InN films with Al$_2$O$_3$ and Si substrates$^{126}$, although they were still inferior to that of the sample deposited on a GaN template.

To date, the best InN (or InN:Mg) films grown use GaN buffer layers on top of sapphire substrates$^{145,146}$. Direct growth on GaN/Al$_2$O$_3$ allows the film thickness more than 1μm, which can minimize the threading dislocation$^{155}$. Another benefit is that a GaN buffer can be grown at low temperatures, which can ‘relax’ the atomic space and significantly reduce the lattice mismatch to 10%$^{23}$. This growth progress has enabled more detailed studies that provide a better understanding of intentionally or unintentionally doped InN.

2.5 Photoluminescence of n-InN

Investigations of PL in undoped InN also have provided a fruitful path for development of InN:Mg. A 2004 study by Arnaudov et al.$^{91}$ showed that a presence of an acceptor state in n-InN can be intrinsically introduced. In InN with high background electron concentration, potential acceptor states are formed by the “potential fluctuation”$^{222-224}$; more details are given in section 3.3. This report considered two different potential acceptor states: 1) decreasing density of states in the tail of the valence band (the so called Urbach tails)$^{151}$ treated as the shallow acceptor centres and 2) the randomly distributed impurities dispersed inside the bandgap and acted as the residual deep acceptors. The activation energies of the given states yielded 18 and 85 meV. The former and latter values are calculated by using the hydrogenic acceptor and the free-electron recombination models, respectively. In a 2005 detailed PL study in undoped InN by Klochikhin et al.$^{90}$, again two observed PL peaks at 0.67 and 0.6 eV were characterized by the activation energies of 5 and 50 meV, respectively. The higher energy peak was attributed to a recombination of degenerate electrons to the Urbach tail induced shallow acceptor states, while the lower energy peak was related to a residual deep acceptor.

In a 2008 study by Yao et al.$^{117}$, the effect on PL of the In/N ratio was determined. The spectral assessment examined important PL aspects of the line shape broadening and relative
energy position. As the N flux increased, the PL emission broadened considerably and blueshifted by 30 meV, indicating ‘degenerate InN’ (more details are given in section 3.5) with a high defect frequency. Correspondingly, an approximately order of magnitude higher SFH n-type carrier concentration was extracted from N-rich samples.

In the same year, Feneberg et al.\textsuperscript{100} reported a detailed study of PL in unintentionally doped InN. The distinctive appearance of multiple PL features indicated plentiful radiative pathways. Four overlapping PL components were observed over a wide range of spectra between 0.6 and 0.72 eV. The line-shape analysis as a function of temperature qualitatively assigned two different residual hole localized states (a deep and shallow) which contributed to the total PL. Somewhat interestingly, the ‘S-shaped’ temperature induced shifts were stated as evidence for both acceptor states. As the name suggests, temperature dependence of PL peak centres show a combination of blue- and red-shifts (S-shape) and this phenomenon had already observed in (In,Al)\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N\textsuperscript{240,241}. The ‘S-shaped’ temperature induced shift can be interpreted as the thermal escape of carriers being transferred to different localized states above the CBM (likely case for InN with a strong onset of the Moss-Burstein effect), the so called resonant localized donor state (RDS)\textsuperscript{40}. The highest feature near 0.72 eV introduced a concept of the Mahan exciton, which is the recombination between electrons from Fermi sea level (an electron energy state) and the localized holes in the acceptor states within a large spread in momentum \(k\) space\textsuperscript{118}; more details of this are given in section 4.3. This interpretation was convincingly supported by the reflectivity measurement, where the spectra directly pointed to the Fermi edge and was in the vicinity of a Mahan feature.

2.6 Current state of art of p-InN; a new challenge beckons

It is worth noting that residual deep acceptor states from unintentionally doped InN\textsuperscript{90,91,100} differ significantly to Mg-doped InN\textsuperscript{61,92,133}, where a Mg-related deep acceptor produces a prominent p-type layer as evidenced from the variable magnetic Hall effect (VFH) or electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurements. For this to be feasible an appropriate Mg concentration range needed to be adequately addressed which can efficiently compensate the background electron concentration. Miller et al.\textsuperscript{75} thereby reviewed the effect of Mg incorporation in InN in 2010. Mg concentrations in a “window” from \(3 \times 10^{17}\) to \(1 \times 10^{19}\)
cm$^{-3}$ produced hole-conducting, p-type films as shown by a positive Seebeck coefficient (p-type) as extracted from the thermopower measurements. However, outside from this critical range, Mg doping led to a negative Seebeck coefficient (n-type).

This result has a discernible difference to an ECV profiling report by Yoshikawa et al.$^{155}$, where the “p-type window” was within a Mg concentration range of $2.2 \times 10^{18}$ to $2.4 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$. Similar to what is reported by Miller et al.$^{75}$, an overdoping of Mg resulted in compensating donor (introduction of native donor point defects) and n-type was re-established. It is of course worth noting that PL was effectively quenched with increased Mg content, consistent with previous reports of Anderson et al.$^{61}$, Jones et al.$^{132}$, and Wang et al.$^{133}$. This matter has left much to be desired for the detailed optical studies in InN:Mg and many aspects of luminescence mechanisms inside the potential p-type region are unknown.

Last but not least, a fundamental hurdle to cross for p-type InN is the unexpected PL quenching. As has been reported by a number of groups, the luminescence of Mg-doped InN commonly exhibited a strongly drop of intensity upon increasing the Mg content$^{61,76,92,133}$. Figure 2.5 shows a significant reduction in the PL intensity somewhat disrupts the detailed optical study inside the “p-type window”. A significant interpretation regarding this

---

**Figure 2.5** Reported PL intensities of InN:Mg as a function of Mg concentration. No indication of luminescence line at the potential p-type region$^{61,76,133}$. The grey boxes represent the potential “p-type window”$^{75,155}$. 
observation is yet remaining vague\textsuperscript{76,133}. Potential reasoning discussed in the literature included a carrier delocalization in the In-rich region\textsuperscript{70,77-79}, a larger minority carrier diffusion length in p-InN\textsuperscript{76}, and the onset of Auger recombination\textsuperscript{80,83,84}. The controversy over the physical origin of unexpected PL quenching is far from over and as of yet there has been no convincing conclusion. The investigation of hole conductivity and PL in Mg doped InN is ongoing and also continues in this thesis.
Chapter 3

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy of InN

Today, photoluminescence (PL) is a very common analysis technique as it requires a simple excitation source, usually a laser, and is non-contact meaning that any post-growth processing is unnecessary. The PL features can return the optical property of given material since they are “blackbody-free” radiation. The observed PL emission helps identify a material’s own characteristics and purity from both the radiative and non-radiative processes. PL spectroscopy is the main theme of this thesis and used as a diagnostic tool to draw an interpretation of p-InN.

3.1 Luminescence and band structure of InN; Fundamental roadmap

The ‘narrow direct bandgap’ of InN means that the non-parabolic conduction band minimum (CBM)\(^{32}\) and the valence band maxima (VBM) directly line up within the same crystal momentum at \(k=0\). This allows photo-excited electrons or holes to recombine without the need for phonon interaction. As is the case for all semiconductors, the conduction band of InN is originated from the outer part of the electron orbital of the atomic structure, giving a \(s\)-orbital-like In configuration (spherical shape)\(^{38}\). Meanwhile the valence band of InN is a \(p\)-orbital of N (‘dumbbell’ shape) which can fit into three different quantum vectors. The valence bands can split into states with different angular components as labeled \(\Gamma_H\) (heavy hole), \(\Gamma_L\) (light hole), and \(\Gamma_{SO}\) (split off)\(^{36-38,114}\). These bands have the different quantum states (with \(l=1\)): the magnetic quantum numbers \(m\) and spin quantum numbers \(j\). The spin orbit coupling wave functions \(|m, j\rangle\) of the valence band at the \(\Gamma\)-points can be described by
In momentum space $k \neq 0$, the photo-excited electron (and hole) can transit through the quantized levels within the conduction (valence) band by releasing its energy by emitting phonons. This mechanism is known as the intraband transition. At the $\Gamma$-point, where the crystal momentum $k = 0$, the electron-hole pair can radiatively recombine across the bandgap with a photon emission, the so-called bandgap transition (or band-to-band transition). A simplified schematic of the band structure and a corresponding recombination process at $\Gamma$ for InN is shown in figure 3.1. There are also several other transitions which lead to the observable PL spectral lines in this research and are the subject of the next few sections.

3.2 Excitons; Shedding more light

Incoming radiation greater than or equal to the bandgap allows electrons and holes to move freely within the respective bands according to dynamics requirements such as mobility, relaxation time and effective mass. The uncorrelated electron and hole form an excited...
state at the bandgap $E_g$, but there is also a slightly lower energy excited configuration which is known as an exciton.

Excitons can be formed by photon absorption any place in the Brillouin zone at the same $k$ value. The group velocities of the electron and hole are equal and generate a paired quasi-particle (electron and hole or e-h). The electrostatic Coulomb interaction between e-h pair holds them tightly together like a single orbit\(^2\). The first discovery of excitons was reported by Frenkel\(^1\) in 1931, and these were associated with excited atoms in insulator lattices.

The energy of an exciton is

$$E_{ex} = E_g - R + \frac{\hbar^2 K^2}{2M} \tag{3.4}$$

where $E_g$ is the bandgap of the given material, $R$ is the excitonic Rydberg constant, $K$ is the wavevector of the exciton, and $M$ is the reduced mass of electron ($m_e$) and hole ($m_h$). The first two terms represent the energy difference between the bandgap and the exciton ground state. The second term is closely related to the energy required to break off the e-h pair into free space, the so called binding energy ($E_b$). The physics behind calculating the binding energy is referred to the hydrogenic atom model ($R_H$):

$$R_H = \frac{m_0 q^4}{32 \pi^2 \varepsilon_0^2 \hbar^2} \tag{3.5}$$

where $m_0$ is the free electron mass, $q$ is the electron charge, and $\varepsilon_0$ is the dielectric constant (the vacuum). Considering the potential electric field inside the solid, $\varepsilon_0$ should be replaced by ‘semiconductor dielectric constant’ $\varepsilon_s$, and $m_0$ also depends on the effective electron ($m_e$) mass of given material.

$R_H$ also extends to a size of effective Bohr radius\(^4\) (of exciton atom), which is closely linked to the strength of binding energy. InN has an excitonic radius of approximately 5 nm, which is the largest among III-nitrides\(^5\). The larger radius is a consequence of the weak Coulomb interaction between the e-h pair (less tightly bound) and a free exciton calculation gives the binding energy of 15.2 meV\(^5\). One of the key advantages GaN has over InN is the relatively high free exciton binding energy of 25 meV\(^5\).
The aforementioned exciton can be labeled “free” because this system is able to move through the lattice for a short period of time before e-h recombination and is only observed for very pure material\textsuperscript{81}. The reality of many semiconductors however, contains many impurities inside the bandgap (imperfections). Before the recombination takes place there is a high probability that the excitons are trapped by defects and consequently lose a slight energy of $E_{\text{Loc}}$, which represents the localized strength to the lattice. This complex is the so-called bound exciton and the schematic of Figure 3.2 distinguishes the foregoing discussions for the clarity.

The exciton can connect with residual impurities such as ionized ($D^+$) and neutral donors ($D^0$) or acceptors ($A^0$) and forms the “three body complexes”\textsuperscript{253}. For instance, the excitonic emission from a neutral donor bound exciton ($D^0X$) consists of two electrons and a hole (2e1h), while a neutral acceptor bound exciton ($A^0X$) has two holes and an electron (1e2h). The energies of these complexes can be summarized by

\begin{align}
E(D^0X) &= FX - E_{\text{Loc}}(D^0) \quad (3.6) \\
E(A^0X) &= FX - E_{\text{Loc}}(A^0) \quad (3.7)
\end{align}

The Hayne’s rule implies that $E_{\text{Loc}}$ is determined by the effective mass and is in proportion to each other\textsuperscript{251}. The photon emission spectrum from $A^0X$ therefore appears at lower energy than $D^0X$ since the hole effective mass is greater than the electron effective mass\textsuperscript{46,47,106}.

One major parameter that can ionize the excitonic pair (e-h) into a free particle is the surrounding temperature ($k_BT$). If the thermal energy of $k_BT$ exceeds the binding energy of $E_b$, electrons and holes (from e-h pair) can be transferred to their respective bands via phonon interaction. Meanwhile, extra carriers (residual e or h) from the “three-body complex”, which should have a strong binding strength to the crystal lattice, can be formed into a ‘pure’ defect transition of a free-to-bound and is discussed in the following section.
3.3 Free-to-bound and Donor-acceptor pair

InN is ‘heavy’ n-type material; i.e., it is not a manifestation of a ‘flawless’ semiconductor bulk crystal. As a result, to date there are no reported intrinsic luminescence features such as a band-to-band or excitonic features in the literature. Instead, emission processes involving electrons (holes) trapped to form neutral bound donors ($D^\circ$) (acceptors ($A^\circ$)) practically dominates the low temperature PL, the so called ‘free-to-bound’ transition. The energies of these transitions are

$$E(\hbar \omega) = E_g - E_i$$

(3.8)

where $E_i$ is the donor or acceptor energy level. These localized defects generally act as traps and generates a strong non-radiative recombination centre; more details are given in the following section. Boltzmann statistics addresses that the surrounding temperature of $k_B T$ should be less than $E_i$, allowing the carriers ‘stick’ to the lattice and become optically active:

$$N_i \approx \exp\left(-\frac{E_i}{k_B T}\right)$$

(3.9)

where $N_i$ is the total concentration of donors or acceptors, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ is the surrounding temperature.

Donors and acceptors can be present simultaneously. At sufficiently high neutral donors and acceptors are close enough that these sites can form a donor-acceptor pair (DAP) and emit light. These impurities compensate or attract each other by the Coulomb force and thus expect to have large localization energies (a low probability of being ionized). The photon energy of DAP radiation is

$$\hbar \omega_{\text{DAP}} = E_g - E_D - E_A + \frac{e^2}{4\pi \varepsilon_o \varepsilon R}$$

(3.10)

where $E_D$ and $E_A$ are the donor and acceptor ionization energy, $e$ is the charge of the electron, $\varepsilon_o$ is the dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_r$ is the low frequency relative dielectric constant and $R$ is the distance between electron and hole. The last term represents the Coulomb attraction between donor and acceptor. The direct evidence of DAP transition in PL is a pronounced blueshift as
a function of excitation intensity since a greater number of photo-excited carriers returns the smaller value of \( R \) (a shorter distance between \( e \) and \( h \)).

The formation probabilities of donor and acceptor states can be controlled by the doping concentration, the so called “potential fluctuation” \(^{222-224}\). The potential fluctuation is the change in the formation of neutral bound state. In the case of heavy \( n \)- (\( p \)-) type doping, the wavefunctions of donors (acceptors) significantly overlaps. This gives a fall (rise) to electronic states (or energy) towards the midgap and tightens the distance between donor and acceptor sites due to the strong electric field. The electronic states at deep level possess the most effective non radiative recombination centres, due to a high probability of capturing carriers\(^{82}\). Non-radiative recombination via a deep trap is called the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) process\(^{257}\). SRH is very closely related to Auger recombination, which is the subject of the next section.

3.4 Auger recombination; Luminescence quenching effect

Auger recombination is not a typical electron-hole recombination, which emits a photon across the bandgap. As displayed in figure 3.3, Auger is ‘non-radiative’ recombination involving a third particle (electron or hole; depends on the material type), which ‘absorbs’ the energy given off by the return to equilibrium process and also emits a phonon\(^{83,84}\). The genuine physical origin of the Auger is still mystery but its process can be tentatively described. The non-radiative recombination is strongly correlated to SRH and Auger recombination processes. The non-radiative lifetime \((\tau_{NR})\) approximation in semiconductors is given by\(^{88}\)

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{NR}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{SRH}} + C_{p} n^2
\]

(3.11)

where \( \tau_{SRH} \) is the carrier recombination lifetime of SRH, \( C_{p} \) is the Auger coefficient and \( n \) is the density of electrons or holes. Auger process can occur inside either the conduction (two electron, \( n \)-type)\(^{85,86}\) or valence bands (two holes, \( p \)-type)\(^{87-89}\). The schematics of Auger dynamics in crystal momentum space \( k \), are depicted in the figure 3.4. As indicated in the last term of equation 3.11, the strength of the Auger rate strongly depends on the carrier concentration and the surrounding temperature should be of less concern\(^{85-89}\).
In practice the onset of Auger recombination can readily be recognized from time resolved differential transmission (TRDT) measurements. As has been reported, a single-exponential decaying carrier lifetime is observed for a n-InN (or undoped InN) sample, which is based (only) on a typical of SRH recombination. But if $C_p n^2$ is activated by external factors such as a doping, Auger processes should trigger a clear concentration dependent carrier lifetime into a bi-exponential decay curve. Arguably, this factor may dictate the luminescence quenching effect in Mg-doped InN studies.

3.5 Moss-Burstein effect and InN bandgap

Another interesting luminescence aspect showing a carrier concentration dependence is the Moss-Burstein effect. This band filling effect enhances the background electron concentration. This simultaneously increases the Fermi level ($E_F$) as states in the conduction band become filled and occupied by degenerate electrons.

The theoretical treatment of Kane’s two-band perturbation model can verify the Moss-Burstein induced optical transition, which strongly correlates to the position of Fermi level (or vector). This approximates the CBM energy as a function of the carrier concentration.

$$E_C(n) = E_g + \frac{\hbar^2(3\pi^2n)^{2/3}}{2m_e} + \frac{1}{2} \left( E_p^2 + 4E_p \frac{\hbar^2(3\pi^2n)^{2/3}}{2m_e} - E_g \right)$$

$E_C$ is the CBM energy, $E_g$ is the bandgap energy, $m_e$ is the electron effective mass, $n$ is the carrier concentration, and $E_p$ is the conduction band energy related matrix parameter. The second term describes the position of the Fermi level inside the conduction band as a function of background electron concentration. The bandgap of 0.67 eV, the conduction band energy matrix of 10 eV ($E_p$ varies between 7.5 and 15 eV for III-Nitrides), and the electron
Figure 3.4 Reported PL and absorption bandgap data as a function of carrier concentration for InN (or InN:Mg) thin films. Kane’s two-band perturbation model is plotted and describes the Moss-Burstein effect.

effective mass of 0.07\textsuperscript{53} are used in this fitting. This calculation considers that InN has a strong $k$ vector at the Γ-point, which is often the case for semiconductors with a small bandgap\textsuperscript{49,50,162}. This effect significantly narrows the ‘vertex’ of the conduction band profile and reduces the effective electron mass\textsuperscript{32}; more details are given in section 3.6.

Figure 3.4 illustrates a wide range of reported bandgap data with the correspondent background electron concentration and the Moss-Burstein shift is calculated from equation 3.12. Worth noting is that the Moss-Burstein induced electrons in the conduction band should be highly degenerate\textsuperscript{91,92,154}. This statement assumes that the Fermi level of InN is approximately located 1.6 eV above the VMB as reported elsewhere\textsuperscript{67,68}. In order for InN (or electrons in the conduction band) to be non degenerate, the background electron concentration should be significantly lowered and sits at least 75 meV (3$kT$) away (below) from the CBM\textsuperscript{229}.

Perhaps, the Kane’s two band model is not suitable to determine the Fermi level inside the bandgap since this approximation considers the CBM as the threshold point that the Fermi level can be reached (lowered). The simple distribution function can estimate a wide range of
Figure 3.5 The calculated Fermi energy level corresponds to the background electron concentration \((m_e: 0.07, \text{ and } E_g:0.67 \text{ at } 300\text{K})\). The conduction band minimum lies at 0eV. The dotted line \((3kT \text{ away from the CBM})\) represents the transition between degenerate (above) and non-degenerate (below) level for InN.

The Fermi level position \((E_F)\) with respect to the carrier density \((n)\) of given material\(^{228}\).

\[
n = \int_{E_C}^{\infty} \frac{8\pi}{\hbar^3} m_e^{3/2} \sqrt{E - E_C} \frac{e^{E-E_g}}{kT} \, dE = N_C^0 \frac{E_F-E_C}{kT} \tag{3.13}
\]

with

\[
N_C = 2 \left[ \frac{2\pi m_e kT}{\hbar^2} \right]^{3/2} \tag{3.14}
\]

where \(E_C\) is the energy of the CBM and \(N_C\) is the effective density of states in the conduction band. For the consistency, the same values of parameter (from eq. 3.12) were used in this analysis. The theoretical treatment using equation 3.13 is shown as the solid line in figure 3.5. Accordingly, the transition involving non-degenerate electrons in InN should have the background electron concentration equal or less than \(3\times10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). This estimation seems to be realistic and coincides well with a reported non-degenerate carrier concentration of \(6\times10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) for \(n\)-InN as calculated from the free-electron recombination model (FERB) model elsewhere\(^91\).
3.6 Temperature dependent Arrhenius decay

A single PL spectrum on its own is not adequate to address the observed transitions. In order to identify the physical origins precisely, further analysis is required. The technique that can lead to a solid analysis is temperature dependent PL. The PL intensity as a function of temperature typically decreases due to many reasons including an enhanced electron-phonon interaction, a greater amplitude of scattering effect, and a thermal decay of e-h pairs (excitons). These temperature evolutions of PL intensities generally follow the thermal Arrhenius-type decay and are dictated by the activation energy, which can deliver a convincing understanding of the observed transitions.

Boltzmann statistics describes the luminescence intensity of a transition varying with the temperature \( T \) as

\[
I(T) = \frac{I_0}{1 + A \exp\left(\frac{-E_a}{k_B T}\right)}
\]

where \( I_0 \) is the intensity at absolute zero temperature, \( A \) is a prefactor describing the efficiency of the nonradiative channel, \( E_a \) is an activation energy of given transition, and \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant. The typical use of this model is to verify the types of luminescence by matching the extracted activation energies to the accepted values. Perhaps an appropriate usage in InN is to describe the formation of impurity levels. The evaluation of activation energy identifies the depth of embedded states, which corresponds to the non-radiative channel. The description of the activation process is schematically shown in figure 3.6.
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**Figure 3.6** The schematics of thermal Arrhenius decay and the activation energy \( (E_a) \) for (a) a neutral donor bound state and (b) a neutral acceptor bound state. Wavy and straight lines indicate photon and phonon emissions, respectively.

In reality, the experiment is conducted over a wide range of temperatures. As such a single non-radiative path may not be ideal. An unfortunate problem with InN is a tendency of multi-non-radiative processes and analyses based on equation 3.15 often show a limitation in plot fitting. The notion is that the principal mechanism of ‘luminescence quenching’ describes two different processes: 1) thermal release of ‘bound’ carriers, and 2) capture in a
non-radiative recombination channel. Both processes should significantly contribute to the temperature induced quenching process and therefore, two non-radiative decay paths can be considered. 

\[ I(T) = \frac{I_0}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{-E_a}{kT}\right) + \exp\left(\frac{-E_b}{kT}\right)} \]  

(Eq. 3.16)

\( E_a \) represents the localization energy of a given transition in the high temperature region, involving the formation of a non-radiative channel with respect to either the CBM or VBM. \( E_b \) represents the activation energy of a second non-radiative decaying process, which is the energy requires to thermally release trapped carriers in the low temperature region. \( A \) and \( B \) describe the strength of the quenching process for given channel. This interpretation assumes that the observed transition is a free-to-bound.

In n-InN, the activation energies of the residual free-to-shallow acceptors and free-to-deep acceptors are 5-15 meV and 50-60 meV, respectively. The deep acceptors associated with Mg in (In,Ga)N are characterized by the activation energies of 48-110 meV, and 120-200 meV, respectively (figure 3.7). The behavior of Mg as an acceptor in III-
nitride is closely linked to the hole effective mass, which is strictly the wavevector dependent. This configuration can be referred to the standard definition of

$$m^* = \hbar^2 \cdot \left[ \frac{d^2 \epsilon}{dk^2} \right]^{-1}$$

(3.17)

where $m^*$ represents the effective mass of either electron or hole and $\epsilon$ is the energy as a function of wavevector $k$. A smaller value of $k$ draws a “broader” band profile, which returns a larger effect mass. By following the Hayne’s rule, this circumstance promotes a greater localization strength (or activation energy) on the lattice site. As shown in the inset of figure 3.7, GaN$^{54,55}$ has a larger Mg activation energy than those from InN. As discussed in the previous section, InN has a comparably strong value of $k$ at the $\Gamma$-point, dictating small effective masses.

3.7 Bose-Einstein and Pässler; The bandgap shrinkage

Another luminescence aspect related to the temperature dependent PL is the energy shift. PL peak positions generally follow the “bandgap shrinkage effect” and give a decrease of energy (redshift) as a function temperature$^{94}$. This is mainly due to a combination of 1) the greater amplitude of atomic (or lattice) vibration$^{94,95}$ and 2) the increase of electron-phonon interaction$^{94,110}$ with increasing temperature. Phenomenologically, the temperature-induced bandgap shrinkage effect generally well fits into the Einstein approximation of Pässler formula$^{95}$, which can be expressed by

$$E(T) = E_g(0) - \frac{\alpha \Theta}{2} \left[ p \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{2T}{\Theta} \right)^p} - 1 \right]$$

(3.18)

Here, $E_g$ is the bandgap at an absolute temperature $T$, $\alpha$ is the electron-phonon interaction, and the coefficients $\Theta$ and $p$ are related to the Debye temperature of a given material and the electron-phonon spectra functions, respectively$^{92}$. The key weakness of this relation is that the model contains a large number of adjustable parameters and fitting into a wide range of practical data is often appeared be rather cumbersome.
A better and simple semi-empirical model by Viña et al. is very useful Bose-Einstein version

\[ E_g(T) = E_g(0) - \frac{\alpha \theta}{\exp(\theta/T) - 1} \]  

(3.19)

where \( \alpha \) is the electron-phonon interaction and \( \theta \) is the effective phonon temperature. This equation puts more weight on the electron and phonon interaction being the main reason for the bandgap shrinkage. Perhaps a more rigorous approach for InN is to consider the sum of the bandgap value \( (E_g) \), the Moss-Burstein effect \( (E_g + \Delta_{MB}) \), and the probability formation of an acceptor state \( (E_g + \Delta_{MB} - E_a) \) in order to detail \( \Delta E_g \) value.

Table 3.1 Bose-Einstein and Pässler parameters of InN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bose-E. (eq. 3.20)</th>
<th>( E_g(0) ) (eV)</th>
<th>( \alpha ) (meV/K)</th>
<th>( \theta ) (K)</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>this work., #555</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this work., #714</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this work., #713</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. 100</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. 101*</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pässler (eq. 3.19)</th>
<th>( \Theta ) (K)</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>this work., #555</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this work., #714</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this work., #713</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. 112</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. 98*</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# represents the sample number in this study (an uncertainty of \( \alpha \) is less than 1%).

*Fitting results for n-GaN

The parameters using Viña and Pässler models are listed in table 3.1. The effective phonon temperature of 681 K and the Debye temperature of 576 K are used in the fittings. The other parameters from the fits are consistent with the reported values elsewhere. An influence of a thermal lattice vibration and an electron-phonon interaction on the bandgap is relatively weaker than GaN. As reported elsewhere, the bandgap shrinkage of InN is limited to 65 meV from a 4 K to 300 K, whereas GaN can shift as much as 72 meV. Potential reasons include the difference in 1) specific transition types, 2) the strength of
electron-phonon interaction, 3) the bandgap energy, and 4) a presence of surface electron accumulation layer.

3.8 Excitation intensity dependent PL

Excitation intensity PL dependence is also a strong analytical treatment to discover the true origin of observed transitions. The PL components generally exhibit their own response to photo-excitation and the interpretation regarding this ‘criteria’ is significantly addressed in a number of publications. Commonly described was that the PL emission intensity can be characterized by a power law \( I \sim L^k \), where \( I \) is the PL intensity, \( L \) is the laser power, and \( k \) is the parameter describing the recombination process (a slope of log-log plot). The genesis of coefficient \( k \) can be traced to the Shockley-Read Hall (SRH) recombination involving an exponential decay rate term with respect to time.

\[
R = \frac{dn_{e,h}}{dt} = N_{C,V} \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{E_F^e - E_F^h}{kT} \right) 
\]

(3.20)

Here \( n_{e,h} \) is the carrier density of electron or hole, \( N_{C,V} \) is the effective density of states in the conduction or valence bands, and \( E_F \) is the Fermi energies. The notion is that the e-h recombination probability should be dictated by both electron and hole concentrations. In the simplest form, the band-to-band transition should return two emitting photons from a single excitation as anticipated from having both types of carriers, whereas other recombination processes involving some impurity states, where the recombination process likely is biased towards one particular dominant carrier, and gives a less amount of photons than those from the band-to-band.

A 1992 excitation power dependence study by Schmidt et al. rigorously approached the excitation dependent PL calculation and comprehensively described the near-band-edge luminescence with a complicated rate equation of

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = iL - an^2 - gn(N_D - N_D^\circ) - enN_A^\circ
\]

(3.23)
where $n$ ($p$) is the electron (hole) concentration, and the coefficients $a$ to $i$ are transition rates of the designated recombination processes as depicted in figure 3.8, $L$ is the excitation power, and $N_D$, $N_D^0$, and $N_A^0$ are the donor, neutral donor, and neutral acceptor concentrations, respectively. Figure 3.8 describes the summary of PL transitions, which have been thoroughly covered in a last few sections. The radiative and non-radiative processes are depicted in wavy and straight lines, respectively, and the arrows point to the direction of transition rates (or recombination processes).

This analysis accounts for all possible recombination processes inside the bandgap. The first term expresses the excitation rate from the laser, the second term gives the recombination rate for the free exciton, and the last two terms represent a combination of the return to equilibrium rates involving the non-radiative (former), and radiative (latter) centres, respectively for free-to-bound transitions. For the simplicity, this analysis assumed $n=p$ ($n^2$) and used the constant values of concentrations for neutral bound states. More detailed rate equations for free, donor and acceptor bound excitons were further specified in this literature.

\[
\frac{dn_{FE}}{dt} = an^2 - \left[ \frac{1}{\tau_{FE}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{nr_{FE}}} \right] n_{FE} - bn_{FE}N_D^0 - cn_{FE}N_A^0 \quad (3.24)
\]

\[
\frac{dn_{DX}}{dt} = bn_{FE}N_D^0 - \left[ \frac{1}{\tau_{DX}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{nr_{DX}}} \right] n_{DX} \quad (3.25)
\]

\[
\frac{dn_{AX}}{dt} = cn_{FE}N_A^0 - \left[ \frac{1}{\tau_{AX}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{nr_{AX}}} \right] n_{AX} \quad (3.26)
\]

Here $\tau$ and $\tau''$ represents the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes for the designated transitions. Similar to Fouquet and Siegman, the photon emission rates (in the steady state) of given transitions can be simplified to

\[
I_{FE} = \frac{n_{FE}}{\tau_{FE}} = \frac{\beta}{\tau_{FE}} n^2 \quad (3.27)
\]

\[
I_{DX} = \frac{n_{DX}}{\tau_{DX}} = \frac{bN_D\beta}{1+\frac{1}{\tau_{DX}}} n^2 \quad (3.28)
\]

\[
I_{AX} = \frac{n_{AX}}{\tau_{AX}} = \frac{cN_A\beta}{1+\frac{1}{\tau_{AX}}} n^2 \quad (3.29)
\]
where $\beta$ is the a factor that can be defined from the terms in equation 3.24 under steady state conditions.

This study proposed two different cases, where the majority of luminescence is dominated by 1) the excitonic or 2) the defect-related transitions. The former assumes return to equilibrium is dictated by e-h pair recombination (of free exciton) through the coefficient $a$ and its dominance ignores the trap-assisted recombination (the last two terms of eq. 3.23). When applied this excitonic case simplifies equation 3.23 into a $n \sim L^{0.5}$ relation and consequently through equation 3.27 the intensities $I \sim L$.

The second case is vice versa, which neglects the free exciton (e-h pair) recombination process of coefficient $a$. This indicates the photons mainly being emitted through SRH recombination and the equation 3.23 gives $n \sim L$.

By substituting the two above cases for $n$ (from eq. 3.23) into equations 3.27-3.29, these yield

\begin{align*}
I_{FE} &= \frac{\beta}{\tau_{FE}} \left[ e N A_0 + B(N_D - N_{D0}) \right] L^{1/2} \\
I_{D\phi X} &= \frac{b N D_{\phi X}}{1 + \frac{\tau_{DX}}{\tau_{AX}}} + \frac{i^{1/2}}{\tau_{AX}} L^{1/2} \\
I_{A\phi X} &= \frac{c N A_{\phi X}}{1 + \frac{\tau_{AX}}{\tau_{AX}}} + \frac{i^{1/2}}{\tau_{AX}} L^{1/2}
\end{align*}

The square parentheses designate the second case. A combination of the two different cases returns the PL intensity ($I$) in a range of quadratic to linear relations as a function of excitation intensity ($L$). In practice, the power dependent PL intensity of a free exciton transition is closer to a quadratic form (similar to a band-to-band) than of bound excitons, which typically gives a linear characteristic \textit{(i.e. $n \neq p$)}\textsuperscript{169-171}.

Excitation power dependent of a free-to-bound transition is not comprehensively covered by either Fouquet and Siegman\textsuperscript{225} or Schmidt \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{133}, although the latter literature stated the number of photons produced by the excitation of a such transition should be proportional to a impurity-involved transition rate. As expected, this type of return to equilibrium process is
actually ‘not so equilibrium’, having the carrier density (or a portion) biased towards one particular type (ie. \( n >> p \) for eq. 3.23 and therefore gives \( I_{nhD} \sim nN_{D^0} \)). By applying the same assumptions of case 1) and 2), the photon emission rate of a free-to-bound can be expressed by

\[
I_{nhD^0(A^0)} \sim N_{D^0(A^0)} + \frac{e^{[1/2]}[1]}{[eN_{A^0} + g(N_{D^0} - N_{D^0})]^{1/2}} L^{1/2}[1] \tag{3.33}
\]

This gives the sub-linear relation of power dependent PL intensity. This dynamic is logically understandable considering there are a significant number of phonons from typical free-to-bound transitions and thus on average much less than one photon is returned from a single injected excitation.

In summary, coupled rate equations from both literatures\(^{133,225}\) suggest that the power-law coefficient \( k \) signifies ‘\( k=2 \)’, ‘\( 2>k>1 \)’, and ‘\( 1>k \)’ for the band-to-band, excitonic, and impurity-related transitions, respectively.

3.9 Experimental consideration; The design and implementation

A variety of experimental tools are employed in this PL study. A schematic diagram of the experimental set up used for the PL spectroscopy measurements is depicted in figure 3.9. The first step of the experiment is to attach the InN thin films to a copper sample holder using a silver past and place them inside an Oxford microstat. This microstat is connected to a helium storage dewar with a transfer tube, which brings the helium gas into the system. A nitrogen cold trap assisted vacuum pump allows a continuous evacuation with a pressure of \( 10^{-3} \) torr even at the liquid helium temperature of 4 K.

Various wavelengths of the excitation sources were also employed. A 488nm line of a Spectra-Physics model 2080 argon laser with an available power range of 100 mW – 1 W, a 150mW photodiode module operating at 650 nm, and a 808 nm line of a diode laser with output of 200 mW were used as excitation sources. The diffusion of light emission from a material strongly depends on the penetration depth of the excitation photons. The intensity of
Figure 3.9 A schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for photoluminescence.

light can be referred to the Beer-Lambert law\textsuperscript{115}.

\[ I(z) = I_0 e^{-\alpha z} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.34)

with

\[ \alpha(E) = \alpha_0 \sqrt{\frac{E-E_g}{E_g}} \] \hspace{1cm} (3.35)

where \( I_0 \) is the intensity of the light before it penetrates the given material, \( I \) is the light intensity as a function of thickness \( z \), and \( \alpha_0 = 1.5 \times 10^5 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) is the absorption coefficient of InN at room temperature\textsuperscript{252}.

This approximation is originated from the ‘Fermi golden rule’, where the transition rate from an initial to final quantum state is proportional to the photon energy-induced density of states (DOS). The inverse of the absorption coefficient \( \alpha^{-1} \) is wavelength dependent (of the specific laser employed) and describes a penetration depth of the photon transmission through a thin film. The average depth that a photon reaches for a 488 nm Argon, a 650 nm, and a 808 nm laser module using above theoretical calculation yields 39, 48, and 57 nm, respectively.
The sample holder is connected to a temperature sensor via a resistive heater wire. This sensor communicates with an Oxford PID (proportional-integral-differential) temperature controller, allowing a wide range of temperature. Optical density (OD) filters are used for an excitation intensity dependent PL study.

PL is measured in a back-scattering geometry. The angle of the laser beam is directed by two adjustable mirrors. An excited emission is collected, collimated and focused into a 0.15 m imaging dual grating Acton spectrometer by using two CaF$_2$ lenses. A Si filter is employed to block the laser scatter. A 300 lines per mm diffraction grating with a blaze angle of 2 μm is used for the light dispersion and a HeNe laser served as the calibration source. Liquid nitrogen cooled InSb or InGaAs detectors are attached to the spectrometer which results in observable PL spectra from all samples.

Figure 3.10 shows the normalized detector response in terms of blackbody radiation. A tungsten coiled quartz iodine lamp was the blackbody source. As seen in the figure, the disadvantage of the InGaAs detector is the short wavelength coverage. Its performance at 2300 nm creates a steep fall off, where the luminescence from InN is expected to be present.
Thus, the available detecting range between 1 - 3.3 \( \mu \text{m} \) of InSb is the priority in the experiments. Notwithstanding, the greater efficiency of the InGaAs detector renders it useful for the films with a weak luminescence.

The noticeable dips in the measured spectra are due to OH vibration. This atmospheric water molecule somewhat perturb optical measurement. During this research, there were attempts to minimize the water absorption. A Perspex box was constructed to isolate the entire PL system from the atmosphere by purging with a flow of \( \text{N}_2 \). Despite the intensive effort, the prominent effect was far from eliminated.

Finally, the data is acquired by detectors in the alternating current mode. In order to convert the signal from the direct to alternating, the laser beam routed through a rotating blade chopper. The frequency of rotation is adjustable but no dramatic effect upon its value was found. The collected PL signal from the detector is conveyed to the Lock-in amplifier where the data acquisition is digitized and recorded by the software controlling the spectrometer scan.
Nitrogen-rich Magnesium doped Indium Nitride

A number of research groups have made great contributions to the fundamental development of p-InN. The recent availability of high quality InN thin films has provided a plentiful understanding of both optical and electrical properties of p-InN. Still, many problems in interpreting the luminescence spectra of p-InN are yet to be resolved. Particularly, a lack of luminescence from a quenching effect with an acceptor dopant is the main drawback. Consequently, a detailed analysis of the optical study remains vague. Herein, a series of Mg doped InN on YSZ substrates was prepared to obtain a clearer picture of luminescence dynamics in InN:Mg.

4.1 The growth parameters and electrical properties.

The growth criteria for all the films in this study followed the description in Appendix A. Twelve Mg doped InN epilayers were grown in a cryo and ion pumped Perkin Elmer 430 plasma-assisted MBE system on YSZ (111) substrates. Conventional Knudsen effusion cells were used to deposit both In and Mg under N-rich growth conditions. The Knudsen equation\textsuperscript{138} distinguished the flux requirement for N-rich conditions and the threshold was below an In flux of \(3.1 \times 10^{14}\) atoms cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). In order to evenly distribute doping density in a range of samples, the Mg cell temperature was varied from 170 to 370 °C.

The growth rate of the films was approximately 150 nm hr\(^{-1}\) which returned approximately 450 nm thickness. Based on the thickness dependent study in Appendix B, even 0.5μm thick
InN films can give an encouraging electron concentration range. In hindsight, the thickness of an InN epilayer should not be less than \(1 \mu m\) due to the threading dislocations of heteroexpitaxy growth of \text{InN}\textsuperscript{176}. Subsequent to growth, the Mg concentration was determined based on SIMS analysis \[\text{Appendix A}\]. As shown in figure 4.1, the Mg concentration value was found to be within a range of \(3 \times 10^{17}\) to \(1 \times 10^{20}\) \(\text{cm}^{-3}\), although the Mg distribution through the depth is questionable. Worth noting is a linear relationship between SIMS Mg concentrations and Mg growth temperatures. This linear profile implies a fixed fraction sticking of Mg on InN/YSZ, although this may depend on substrate temperature.

The physical alignment of atoms, the so called ‘polarity’ is also an important parameter to consider. In a study by Li et al.\textsuperscript{174}, the surface polarity was found to be the key factor to achieve p-type GaN:Mg, where the direct p-type surface contact was feasible for the sample grown on a Ga-face, whereas a N-polar face was switched to n-type (was in fact semi-insulating). In order to evaluate the polarity of the films, analyses of wet etching using a KOH solution was examined. The determination of the polarity by wet etching is based on the observation of the surface morphology: In polar films have a smooth surface, whereas N-polar films should show increased roughening of the surface. In this series, the polarity of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ readily fluctuates as a function of Mg concentration; more details are given.
in the following section. This phenomenon is in contrast to recent polarity dependent studies of N-rich GaN:Mg\textsuperscript{144} and InN:Mg\textsuperscript{155}, where the polarity inversion was unseen in the both cases. A direct consequence of this event is still unknown.

Single magnetic field Hall effect (SFH) measurements revealed the electrical property of InN:Mg [Appendix A]. As displayed in figure 4.2, the SFH carrier concentration of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ is rather insensitive to Mg and scattered in the range of $2 \times 10^{19}$ to $5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. The surface electron accumulation layer renders Hall effect measurement very inaccurate and provides the high value of the carrier concentration and returned n-type carriers\textsuperscript{31,67,68,71}. The carrier concentration as extracted from In-polar surface are approximately an order of magnitude less than those films with N-faces, notwithstanding that the Mg content is within a similar range. This result infers that the distribution of electrons in a N-polar surface may be greater than in a In-polar InN\textsuperscript{135}. However, electron mobilities determined from this type of measurement are not consistent with such an understanding and show a general trend of
decreasing mobility as a function of Mg concentration. This phenomenon is likely associated with increased roughening of the surface as was seen in heavily Si doped GaN (n-type), where the surface roughness significantly lowers the electron mobility. The summary of electrical properties is listed in Table 4.1 (the samples of this work).

The surface morphology of N-rich InN:Mg was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [Appendix A] and the image shows a strong correlation to the Mg concentration as presented in Figure 4.3. As the Mg concentration is increased, the roughening of the surface becomes more apparent. As expected from N-rich growth, indium droplets are not present. For the highest doping level, the surface breaks and migrates to ‘nano-rod-like’ structure.

Table 4.1 A summary of growth conditions and Hall effect measurements of Mg doped InN/YSZ films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film #</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>T_Mg (°C)</th>
<th>Mg_conc (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>μ (cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹)</th>
<th>n cm⁻³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>579-InN:Mg</td>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>5.2×10¹⁷</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>2.03×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>577-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.3×10¹⁷</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1.84×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>2.7×10¹⁷</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1.53×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>6.2×10¹⁷</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>4.71×10¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>3.7×10¹⁷</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>2×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>8.7×10¹⁷</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>7.31×10¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>594-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1.5×10¹⁸</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1.46×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.3×10¹⁸</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.6×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584-InN:Mg</td>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.2×10¹⁹</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1.72×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>583-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>3.6×10¹⁹</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>6.82×10¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.0×10²⁰</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>1.86×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554-InN:Mg</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>9.5×10²¹</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N → N-polar, In → In-polar, μ → Mobility, n → Carrier concentration
4.2 Optical properties of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ(111)

Photoluminescence (PL) measurement has been a critical part of this research determining the optical properties of Mg-doped InN. PL was measured by using a 650 nm line of diode module laser (a 200 mW excitation power) and an InSb detector. Figure 4.4 shows the PL spectra of InN:Mg thin films at liquid helium temperature. Worth noting is that for the first time in this material a complete set of optical characterization is successfully displayed throughout a wide range of Mg concentration, which may cover both the potential n- and p-type windows. A number of samples show multiple overlapping PL components which form an asymmetric broad emission. This configuration differs from other reports, where two narrow emissions discriminate the 0.67 and 0.60 eV peaks\cite{75,133}. The difference may be due to the fact that the background electron concentration of these measured samples in this study is relatively high, and increases the efficiency of electron-electron scattering\cite{168}. This implies the radiative recombination process is presumably away from Brillouin zone centre (the Moss-Burstein-induced) and increases the magnitude of the FWHM\cite{100}.

Not all doped samples exhibit multiple luminescence features, but similar to what is often observed with n-InN\cite{76,91}, the many measured PL spectra in this study consist of a broad single peak. As the Mg concentration is increased, a sudden shift of the emission energy can be seen and may be connected to some fashion by either the polarity inversions or the carrier concentration (or Mg concentration: by assuming the Mg causes the introduction of the native defects and compensating donors). PL suggests that the critical value of Mg concentrations for polarity inversions in this series are $3.7 \times 10^{17}$, $8.7 \times 10^{17}$, and $3.6 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$, where a KOH wet etching identifies the polarity ‘flips’. At given Mg concentrations, the dominant PL transition shifts either to the red or blue more than 50 meV. The summary of the foregoing discussions are present in table 4.2

To give a quantitative comparison, a Mg doped InN film (GS1810) well characterized by a number of groups, was employed\cite{145,146}. GS1810 was grown by Prof. William Schaff at Cornell University. The Mg concentration of GS1810 is $7 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ and the crystal polarity is In-face. The PL of GS1810, while previously unreported, exhibits a symmetrical low
Figure 4.4 4 K PL spectra of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ. For a reliable comparison GS1810 (Mg doped InN) and undoped InN are included. Parentheses indicate the polarity types and designated labels that identify samples on later figures.
Table 4.2 The polarity inversions and PL energy shifts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample #</th>
<th>Mg Conc. (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Polarity inversion</th>
<th>Energy shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#590 → #585</td>
<td>3.7×10$^{17}$ → 6.2×10$^{17}$</td>
<td>N → In</td>
<td>0.72 eV → 0.59 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#555 → #594</td>
<td>8.7×10$^{17}$ → 1.5×10$^{18}$</td>
<td>In → N</td>
<td>0.58 eV → 0.63 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#583 → #557</td>
<td>3.6×10$^{19}$ → 1.0×10$^{20}$</td>
<td>N → In</td>
<td>0.59 eV → 0.70 eV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

energy peak. This feature is likely associated with Mg forming an acceptor, as the thermopower measurement returns a positive Seebeck coefficient and postulates a p-type bulk layer$^{146}$.

Before proceeding with a quantitative analysis of the data shown in the following figures, these samples have been designated by alphabetical or numerical labels (for clarity). The PL peak position for each sample was extracted from the spectrum and is displayed in figure 4.5 as a function of the SFH carrier concentration. As the carrier concentration is increased, the emission centre considerably shifts to higher energy, following the Moss-Burstein$^{29,51}$ relation in equation 3.12.

![Figure 4.5 PL peak positions of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ as a function of carrier concentration. The solid line represents the Kane’s two band model (eq. 3.12)](image-url)
Figure 4.6 FWHM of N-rich InN: Mg/YSZ as a function of Mg concentration. The dotted line is for guidance of the eye for the characterisation of N-polar films.

Also observed was that, PL of samples with both N- and In polarities exhibit a strong variation in FWHM with Mg content as shown in figure 4.6. The PL line shape of both N- and In-polar films broadens with increased Mg doping level (the FWHM of the multiple overlapping components has not been considered in this analysis). Particularly, this trend is readily recognized for N-polar films. This broadening effect indicates the specific doping arrangement with the Mg concentration in some extent. For instance, the interstitial In or the complex induced incorporation (in heavily doped films) can give a rise to the background electron concentration, generating a greater amplitude of many particle interactions (scattering effect) and thus the PL line broadens.\textsuperscript{168}

Extracted FWHMs from the In polarities are narrower than those from N-rich owing to the smaller values of carrier concentration. One possible interpretation is that the influence of a surface electron accumulation layer in InN may be changed by the polarity type. The FWHM of GS1810 is considerably lower than a series of N-rich InN: Mg/YSZ. This further confirms that the Mg concentration of GS1810 has successfully compensated the background electron concentration and promotes p-type.
Figure 4.7 The energies of a free-to-bound (or a DAP) transition in various polarity of InN:Mg/YSZ as a function of Mg concentration. The solid line is for guidance of the eye for the characterisation of N-polar films.

The PL peak position for each sample was extracted from the spectrum and is shown in figure 4.7 as a function of the Mg concentration as determined from SIMS. Mg doping of InN results in a gradual redshift in the peak energy until a threshold Mg concentration is reached. This behaviour, while newly discovered in InN:Mg, was already observed in Ga-V semiconductors with ‘heavy’ p-type doping concentration. This phenomenon can result from two possible mechanisms. First is the shrinkage of the effective bandgap due to the bandgap renormalization (BGR)\cite{100,102,103,153}. BGR is a result of the Coulomb interaction between an increased number of defects due to the overdoping which decreases the gap between the CBM and VMB\cite{100,102,103}. For this to be feasible, the given material’s bandgap must be narrow\cite{103,162}. Second is the alternative formation of neutral bound states. By increasing the doping concentration, the amplitude of the potential fluctuations of electrons and holes increase and shift neutral bound states towards a deeper level as discussed in section 3.3. This mechanism is often observed with a donor-acceptor pair transition. A mixture of the BGR and the alternative formation of states is also a possible interpretation.

Figure 4.8 summarizes the influence of Mg acceptors on the integrated PL intensity. As is commonly reported elsewhere\cite{75,133}, the PL quantum efficiency is markedly quenched as the
doping concentration is increased. Also reported was the restoration of PL intensity from the completely quenched signal at the highest doping level. This re-appearance to the PL intensity is attributed to Mg overdoping, introducing the donor complexes. A number of studies have been conducted on irradiation with 2 MeV He\(^{+}\) ions in order to compensate hole acceptors in p-InN:Mg (initially no PL) and restores the PL signal\(^{132,150}\) [Appendix C]

Meanwhile, the continuous reduction of intensity through the entire Mg concentration range in this series is observed. Our results also conclude that the polarity type has a negligible effect on quantum efficiency. Instead, the observation of a step between the film ‘E’ and ‘b’ at the Mg concentration range of 3.3\(\times\)10\(^{18}\) to 1.2\(\times\)10\(^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\) may be explained by a change in the conductivity from n- to p-type, where the PL intensity of GS1810 intimately matches the series. In fact, the potential “p-type window” discussed in the literature is in agreement with a given Mg concentration range\(^{75,76,136}\).

As highlighted in section 3.3, midgap states possess the most effective non-radiative recombination centres, the so called Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH). SRH is closely linked to the Auger process, which is the likely reason for an insufficient PL intensity inside the heavily
Figure 4.9 The decay of the photogenerated carrier density according to TRDT measurement of selected samples at an injection density of 7.5×10^{19} \text{cm}^{-3} per pulse. The inset shows the relationship between the internal quantum efficiency and the Auger coefficient.

doped region. Lifetime measurements are considered to resolve the physical origin of the quenching effect. This type of measurement not only provides the clear view regarding the recombination dynamic but it also returns the useful parameters like Auger and SRH coefficients.

To get a qualitative understanding of the PL quenching, the decay of photogenerated carrier density was undertaken by time-resolved differential transmission (TRDT) and is displayed in figure 4.9. This was performed at room temperature using a pump-probe technique on three separate samples with doping densities of 6.2×10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3} (1), 3.6×10^{19} \text{cm}^{-3} (F) and 1.0×10^{20} \text{cm}^{-3} (3). Undoped InN film has also been included as a reference. For a film with moderate doping level (1), the decay shows a single exponential characteristic, as a usual case for a single SRH recombination and an extracted Auger coefficient of 7.33×10^{-34} \text{cm}^{-6} \text{s}^{-1} coincides well a reported n-type InN value elsewhere^{16}. Meanwhile, both samples F and 3 were characterized by a bi-exponential characteristic with much faster decay rate and is attributed to the onset of Auger recombination, for which two simultaneous processes including the SRH and Auger recombination are valid^{147}.
The inset of figure 4.9 summarizes the relationship between the internal quantum efficiency and the Auger coefficient. The reduction of PL intensity with increase in acceptor doping density is strongly correlated to the Auger processes. There is a steady enhancement in the Auger coefficient as the doping concentration is increased. By assuming that the “p-type window” is presumably formed in a Mg content level of $10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$, the origin of Auger process can readily change its type to Auger-7 (p-type)\textsuperscript{87}. However, the consistent drop of quantum efficiency throughout both n- and p-type regimes without any dramatic disorder as a function of Auger coefficient suggests that only a single type of Auger-1 (n-type) likely governs the luminescence quenching. This, coupled with a gradual redshift in the peak energy (alternative formation of neutral bound state) with increasing Mg content, indicates that the observed quenching mechanism is in fact associated with trap-assisted Auger\textsuperscript{147}. Our results conclude that Mg doping can strongly affect the recombination process and the Auger process dictates the luminescence quenching effect in Mg-doped InN studies.

### 4.3 Mg forming a deep acceptor; A buried p-type layer?

For further analysis, the PL spectrum of 590-InN:Mg (‘C’., N-polar) with $3.7\times10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ Mg concentration was recorded with constant excitation power as a function of temperature, as displayed in figure 4.10. Multiple overlapping components can be seen to contribute to the total PL. Broad peak features between 0.65 and 0.70 eV are labeled as $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$, respectively.

The $I_{fb}$ peak appears to have a ‘C-shaped’ temperature dependence of PL peak positions. This unusual trend of the $I_{fb}$ peak presumably involves the thermally excited free electrons transferring to the Moss-Burstein-induced inhomogeneous localized states (the resonant donor states) with increasing temperature\textsuperscript{40}. This abnormal behavior was also seen in both n-InN\textsuperscript{100} and its alloys\textsuperscript{240,241}. Another possible interpretation is the existence of a weaker third emission approximately 20 meV below $I_{fb}$ and overlapping it, which was raised during the multi-peak fitting analyses. A forcibly added Gaussian peak, certainly improves the Chi square value by a margin but is very difficult to establish the existence of a third feature, since the analyses deal with such a broad component. If the hidden feature is truly present, it most likely explains the peak shift in terms of temperature. Meanwhile, the $I_{mh}$ peak centre
from 8 K to room temperature also redshifts, although a small amount. This suggests that the originating state for PL may not be correlated with the CBM but possibly with some type of localized states above the bandgap such as the Fermi level which possess a large spread in the momentum space $k\neq 0$.  

The change in PL intensity with increasing temperature follows an Arrhenius type decay curve. However, the experimental results fit rather poorly with one activation energy only. Thus, a better approach is to modify with an additional non-radiative channel in the process, concerning the thermal dissociation of trapped carriers. This also can cause the small intensity drop at the low temperature region as discussed in section 3.6. These activation energies of $E_a$ and $E_b$ represent the non-radiative recombination channel of acceptor state and the thermal hole delocalization energy, respectively. The latter process likely demonstrates the very low activation energy as it requires less energy.

The empty square data fit in figure 4.11 describes the decaying process for $I_b$ near 0.65 eV. This transition is governed by activation energies of 48 and 5 meV for $E_a$ and $E_b$, respectively. The deduced activation energy $E_a$ coincides well with the activation energies reported for Mg in InN involving the Mg$_{In}$ (substitutional Mg on In sites). This activation energy...
concludes that a potential Mg acceptor level is located 48 meV above the VBM, although the energy separation of this acceptor level from the VBM as evidenced from PL is only in a range of 10 and 20 meV. This result suggests a strong onset of the Moss-Burstein effect.

Typical Arrhenius behaviour of $I_{mh}$ is also shown in figure 4.11. Despite the absence of a second parameter, the empirical relation shows good agreement with the data and yields an activation energy of 7 meV. This value coincides well with the reported shallow acceptor level in n-InN$^{90,91}$. There was no discernible improvement in neither the Chi square nor the activation energy values when a second activation energy was added to the fit. Perhaps, the non-radiative recombination channel is close enough to the VBM that a thermal dissociation rate is minimal. The difference between the activation energies of $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ is 41 meV, which accurately describes the energy separation extracted from PL. Worth noting is that $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ features have comparable intensity at 19 and 135 K. The rapid decrease in the $I_{mh}$ peak with temperature suggests a large distribution of carriers from the shallow acceptor states (of $I_{mh}$) thermally excited to the deep acceptor states (of $I_{fb}$)$^{90}$.

The origin of high energy emission above the bandgap has always been the subject of controversy. A possible explanation of $I_{mh}$ is that the 0.7 eV peak arises from transitions of free electrons at the Fermi level (the Fermi edge) above CBM to a shallow bound state, the so
called Mahan exciton\textsuperscript{118}. This view is additionally supported by 1) the observed transition far above the bandgap of 0.67 eV, and 2) the noticeable line broadening effect with temperature in figure 4.10. The electron-hole scattering rate as a function of temperature is very effective at the Fermi edge, which causes a strong FWHM variation upon the temperature\textsuperscript{100}. The Fermi energy is determined by the photo-reflectivity (PR) spectra, where its onset should directly point to the Fermi level. The excitation source was a tungsten coiled quartz iodine lamp and the angle of the incident light was approximately 45° from normal. As shown in figure 4.12, the PR onset is in vicinity of the $I_{mh}$, but has a slight offset because of the difference in surrounding temperatures of two measurements. The spacing of 41 meV between $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ is also consistent with a report elsewhere\textsuperscript{100}.

In order to more solidly identify the origin of the observed peaks, the detailed PL spectrum of 590-InN:Mg was recorded in figure 4.13 as a function of excitation intensity. As discussed in section 3.8, the PL emission intensity can be characterized by a power law $I \sim L^k$. The extracted exponent $k$ (a slope of log-log plot) dictates to a recombination process and the physics behind has been thoroughly explained elsewhere\textsuperscript{113,255}. Theoretical treatment reveals $k = 2$ (quadratic; a single injected excitation returns two emitting photons) for a band-to-band transition, $1 < k < 2$ (super-linear; at least a photon is emitted as a result of the ‘returned to equilibrium’ process) for an excitonic transition, and $k < 1$ (sub-linear; the effective trap centres induce a combined emission involving both a photon and phonon) for a defect related

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.12.png}
\caption{A low temperature (8K) PL and room temperature photo-reflectivity spectra.}
\end{figure}
Figure 4.13 PL spectra of sample 590-InN:Mg/YSZ (Mg_{conc}: 3.7\times10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}) as a function of excitation power (The features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the log slope of two different components by using a power law equation.

Both the $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ follow an $I \sim L^k$ relationship. The sub-linear power dependence from both $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ can be regarded as impurity related transitions\textsuperscript{113}. In sharp contrast to the temperature dependent PL analyses, the intensity depletion rates of the two components are equivalent throughout the various excitation ranges. Arnaudov \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{91} quoted that if the number of photons created by the excitation (intensity) is higher than the background electron concentration (or the density of occupied states above the CBM), a significant band filling is expected and thus peak shifts to higher energy can be observed. Both the $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ peaks however, do not show such shifts. Since the SFH carrier concentration of this film is very high, the expected blueshift of $I_{fb}$ and $I_{mh}$ peaks are likely swamped by a highly distributed degenerate electron population above the CBM. Further work is required to clarify the precise physical origin of Mg participating in the observed deep acceptor transition. Without determining quantitative bulk properties such as by variable magnetic field Hall effect (VFH), it is not possible to ascertain whether any compensation due to Mg acting as an acceptor is occurring.
4.4 Donor-acceptor pair transition: The metamorphosis of a Mg state

Figure 4.14 shows the temperature dependent PL of 555-InN:Mg (‘2’, In-polar) with $8.7 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ Mg concentration. Although, the doping density of this film is just a step above the 590-InN:Mg (‘C’, N-polar), the PL characteristic is somewhat different. A single asymmetric emission is centred at 0.6 eV, and a shadowy component is located 70 meV below. The lower energy feature is only apparent in the low temperature regime. This emission is shifted toward lower energy by the LO-phonon energy of 72 meV and it is a result of the electron (carrier)-phonon interaction (a phonon-replica of dominant peak)\textsuperscript{90,91}.

The efficiency of luminescence and the value of the activation energy have been determined by the Arrhenius plot in figure 4.15. This assignment is based on a single activation fit. The high temperature data is weighted with the reciprocal of the intensity for the initial fit to accurately determine the activation energy and can yield reasonable fits to the data. The variation of absolute PL intensity as a function of temperature gives an activation energy of 37 meV, which disagrees with the reported activation energies for Mg or for residual acceptors in InN\textsuperscript{75,92,133,216} as discussed in section 3.7. This ambiguous activation energy value naturally points to a different type of transition such as a donor-acceptor pair transition (DAP)\textsuperscript{152}. This explanation is preferred over other possibilities due to its low PL energy just below 0.6 eV.

In order to draw a clearer picture, the empirical Arrhenius formula has been adjusted (from equation 3.16) by taking account of a shallow donor bound state.

$$I(T) = \frac{I(0)}{1 + A \exp\left(\frac{-E_{A1}}{k_B T}\right) + B \exp\left(\frac{-E_D}{k_B T}\right) + C \exp\left(\frac{-E_{A2}}{k_B T}\right)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Here $E_{A1}$ and $E_{A2}$ represents the activation energies for a neutral acceptor bound state for the high and low temperature regions as discussed in section 3.7. $E_D$ is the localization energy of a shallow donor state involving the formation of a non-radiative channel with respect to the CBM\textsuperscript{148}. This equation assumes the activation energy of $E_D$ is larger than $E_{A2}$. 
Figure 4.14 PL spectra of sample 555-InN:Mg/YSZ (Mg_{con}: 8.7\times10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}) as a function of temperature (The features are offset vertically for clarity).

A revised least square fit using equation 4.1 has been made and the fitting result of a Chi square ($\chi^2$) value was somewhat improved\textsuperscript{111}. The analysis yields activation energies of acceptor states of 37 and 5 meV for $E_{A1}$ and $E_{A2}$ respectively, while the activation energy of a donor state is 10 meV. The $I_{\text{DAP}}$ involves a shallow donor level at 10 meV below the CBM, which is in good agreement with the reported hydrogenic donor activation energy of 6 - 12 meV in both InN and GaN\textsuperscript{135,230,235,236}.

Meanwhile, a deep acceptor state lays 37 meV above the VBM and the rather low value of activation energy draws the conclusion that this acceptor is not correlated with Mg incorporation (48 - 110 meV). This view also strongly suggests that the Mg is not easily incorporating in the desired substitute In sites (Mg_{In}). Comparison between the activation energies of deep acceptor states taken from samples 590-InN:Mg/YSZ ($E_A$: 48 meV) and 555-InN:Mg/YSZ ($E_A$: 37 meV) suggests that the Coulomb interaction between a large number of ionized acceptors and holes in the VBM effectively weakens the strength of the non-radiative channel\textsuperscript{221}. This results in a reduction of the activation energy of a deep acceptor state for the sample 555-InN:Mg/YSZ, although its PL peak position is lower than the sample 590-InN:Mg/YSZ.
Figure 4.15 The Arrhenius plots of the absolute peak intensities for $I_{\text{DAP}}$. The inset exhibits the Pässler and Bose-Einstein plots of the variation of $I_{\text{DAP}}$ emission centres as a function of temperature.

Least square fits of the Bose-Einstein (equation 3.19) and the Pässler (equation 3.18) are shown in the inset of figure 4.15. The 0.60 eV peak redshifts as a function of temperature as it follows the bandgap shrinkage. The theoretical treatment using the Bose-Einstein estimates the bandgap shrinkage between liquid helium and room temperature as roughly 25 meV. This value is not consistent with the reported bandgap shrinkage values of 55-60 meV for the free-to-acceptor levels. This may be attributed to the thermally ionized donor electrons being transferred to the conduction band at the low temperature region (the thermal energy greater than 10 meV). The details of fitted parameters have already been covered in section 3.7.

Figure 4.16 shows the excitation intensity dependent PL of film 555-InN:Mg (2). The 0.60 eV peak exhibits a distinguishable blueshift as a function of excitation intensity owing to the electrostatic Coulomb interaction as discussed section 3.3. This, coupled with a sub-linear power dependent as shown in the inset of figure 4.16 further confirms that the originating states for PL is correlated with the DAP. Our results conclude that either the $\text{H}^+$ forms a shallow neutral donor bound states (Mg-H complex) as is often the case for GaN:Mg or the occupation of interstitial sites (native point defects) act exclusively as donor. The latter can give an Indium-Frenkel pairs, which can be thought as a DAP.
Figure 4.16 PL spectra of sample 555-InN:Mg/YSZ (Mg_{conc}: 8.7×10^{17} cm^{-3}) as a function of excitation power (The features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the log slope of main component (I_{DAP}) by using power law equation.

4.5 Brief summary

Figure 4.17 illustrates the activation energy and power-law coefficient values of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ as a function of Mg concentration. A sequence of acceptor formation upon Mg content is the underlying mechanism. In PL, an initial stage of recombination is a degenerate free electron-to-shallow acceptor. As the doping density increases, the shallow bound state moves deeper into the gap from the VBM due to a mixed procedure of the bandgap renormalization (BGR) and the potential fluctuation of localized states. When the Mg concentration reaches 3.7×10^{17} cm^{-3}, a low energy PL feature is ‘potentially’ correlated to Mg forming a deep acceptor. The extracted activation energy is 48 meV, which matches well with reported Mg activation energies in InN^{75,92,133,216}.

The dominant PL peak continuously shifts to the red until a threshold Mg concentration is reached, although the formation probability of a deep acceptor is significantly lowered, which corresponds to the extracted activation energy being reduced. Simultaneously, a donor level is
Figure 4.17 The optical properties from a series of \textit{InN:Mg/YSZ} films from temperature and excitation intensity (inset) dependent PL analyses as a function of Mg concentration.

configured at approximately 10 meV below the CBM and a DAP recombination draws the total PL.

A change in the recombination path from the deep acceptor to DAP transition with increasing Mg content, is also reported in studies of PL in \textit{GaN:Mg} \textsuperscript{221,243}. The physical origin of the donors participating in the observed DAP transition is likely the \textit{H}\textsuperscript{+} (Mg-H complex) or In interstitial as discussed elsewhere \textsuperscript{92,133,236}. By increasing the doping, the amplitude of the potential fluctuations of donor and acceptor sites increases, and results in a shift of these bands to lower energy \textsuperscript{222-224}, although the Coulomb potential between a large number of ionized acceptors and holes in the VBM significantly reduces the formation of neutral acceptor bound states as evidenced from a decreased activation energy value \textsuperscript{221}. Worth noting is that all of DAP transitions observed in this series involve the apparent phonon replica below LO-phonon energy of 72 meV, regardless of their polarity.

A pronounced PL blueshift effect is observed from the DAP transition as a function of excitation intensity. This effect is attributed to the Coulomb interaction between donors and acceptors. The expected Moss-Burstein induced blueshift of a deep or shallow acceptor
Table 4.3 The list of transition detail and extracted luminescence parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N-rich Film</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>T_Mg (°C)</th>
<th>Mg_conc (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>Trans. Energy</th>
<th>Trans. Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>577-InN:Mg., A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.3×10¹⁷</td>
<td>0.72 eV</td>
<td>IₑA⁺(shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601-InN:Mg., B</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>2.7×10¹⁷</td>
<td>0.67 eV</td>
<td>IₑA⁺(shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590-InN:Mg., C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>3.7×10¹⁷</td>
<td>0.65 eV</td>
<td>IₑA⁺(Mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>579-InN:Mg., a</td>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>3.3×10¹⁸</td>
<td>0.6 eV</td>
<td>IₑA⁺(shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585-InN:Mg., 1</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>3.6×10¹⁹</td>
<td>0.58 eV</td>
<td>I_DAP LO³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555-InN:Mg., 2</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>6.2×10¹⁷</td>
<td>0.59 eV</td>
<td>I_DAP LO¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580-InN:Mg., E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>8.7×10¹⁷</td>
<td>0.58 eV</td>
<td>I_DAP LO¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>583-InN:Mg., F</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>1.0×10²⁰</td>
<td>0.71 eV</td>
<td>I_DAP LO¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557-InN:Mg., 3</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.2×10¹⁷</td>
<td>0.67 eV</td>
<td>IₑA⁺(shallow)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1. An underline signifies a Mg forming a deep acceptor.
2. LO → A LO replica is also observed.

emission is rather swamped by the high carrier concentration of the films. These views were the key evidence to convincingly discriminate the transitions between a free-to-deep acceptor and DAP in this study. As shown in the inset of figure 4.17, the power-law exponent being a sub-linear characteristic also parallels the preliminary peak assignments. The unique linear relation from sample 579-InN:Mg is obtained from the least square fit of the power-law, but its uncertainty is large enough to allow for two distinct relations. Since this film has high electron background concentration, the presence of an excitonic feature is very doubtful. Detail of the observed luminescence transitions of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ are listed in table 4.3.
Chapter 5

Indium-rich Magnesium doped Indium Nitride

With the maturation of MBE film growth technology, the important role of In/N ratio is also realized and is considered as the key parameter to achieve a good crystal quality of InN\textsuperscript{117}. Recent investigations of the In-rich growth regime have triggered a better fundamental understanding of Mg doped InN and have become a preference for p-InN study\textsuperscript{75,117,155}. In-rich growth gives an In-face surface polarity, and this condition is known to reduce the effect of the threading dislocation\textsuperscript{155}. Also reported was the smooth surface morphology of InN:Mg surface indicating high quality epilayers\textsuperscript{134,155,156}. A combination of these circumstances naturally returned a plentiful Mg incorporation comparing to the N-rich growth and also a catalogue of electrical and optical properties was in an advanced form. In fact, the Ga-rich condition is also more functional regarding dopant incorporation in GaN, favouring a substitutional arrangement on the Ga site\textsuperscript{157,172,173}.

5.1 The growth parameters and electrical properties

\textit{Growth, SEM, and SFH by Dr. Jessica Cha, at University of Canterbury}
\textit{SIMS and XPS by Mr. Wojtek Linhart, at University of Warwick}
\textit{VFH by Prof. Thomas Myer, at Texas State University}

It is worthwhile to explore In-rich Mg doped InN. A series of In-rich InN:Mg epilayers were investigated via systematic studies into the relative performance of different flux conditions and the introduction of a buffer layer. Aforementioned, the best InN (or InN:Mg) films grown to date use GaN buffer layers on top of sapphire substrates\textsuperscript{145,146}. This has provided a reliable comparison to the former series of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ. The growth morphology was carried out in a similar manner to the former series in chapter 4 and more details are given in Appendix A.
Conventional Knudsen effusion cells were employed to deposit both In and Mg with a chamber pressure at $1 \times 10^{-5}$ torr. After undergoing some trial runs the choice of In cell and substrate temperatures were set at 760°C and 450°C, respectively. As shown in figure 5.1, a noticeable change of FWHM of PL line was observed with different In flux. The substrate temperature of 450 °C was preferable to produce the high quality InN thin films (ie. a low background electron concentration).

Despite the initial purpose of this growth being In-rich InN:Mg, a lateral gradient in the In flux produced an inhomogeneous stoichiometry across the wafers and N-rich zones were
partially formed. These unintentional products can be readily recognized by SEM as depicted in figure 5.2. A typical rough surface when N-rich was observed on the inner part of the wafer, whereas the In-rich zone showed a reasonably smooth surface morphology (covered by In droplets). The 2 cc Mg cell temperature (T_Mg) was varied from 197 °C to 320 °C. The Mg concentration was determined from SIMS experiments and was found to be within a range of $1.7 \times 10^{16}$ to $9.81 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ as shown in figure 5.3. Worth noting is that the determined Mg concentrations were very similar for the both In- and N-rich flux conditions. SIMS Mg concentration taken from the In-rich 712-InN:Mg grown with a Mg cell temperature of 225 °C seems to be overestimated, although the cause of this event is unknown.

SFH measurements extracted the important electrical parameters. As displayed in figure 5.4, both the electron concentration and mobility significantly decrease as a function of Mg cell temperature, regardless of the growth fluxes. The major difference perhaps is that the carrier concentration of samples taken from In-rich initially increases until a threshold Mg cell temperature of 267 °C (corresponding to Mg concentration of $1.84 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$), although afterwards, there is a steady drop of its value and eventually plateaus at approximately $4 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$.

If the assumption is that the bulk is successfully compensated at this point, then it is possible that the SFH sees proportionately more of the low mobility surface layer, resulting in a large
Figure 5.4 SFH electrical properties of a N- and In-rich InN:Mg/GaN series as a function of Mg concentration. The horizontal line indicates the measurements on an undoped InN.
decrease in overall mobility. Correspondingly, the resistivity gradually increases with increasing Mg cell concentration, consistent with the theory of a compensated bulk layer\textsuperscript{158,159}. More encouraging SFH results compared to the InN:Mg/YSZ series of chapter 4 appear to be linked to the film thickness (and the use of GaN template). The improvement of the electrical properties is proportional to the film thickness since the surface electron accumulation layer becomes a less concern\textsuperscript{142}. More details of this is discussed in Appendix B.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements revealed the polarity of the InN:Mg/GaN films. XPS measurements were performed at room temperature on a Scienta ESCA300 spectrometer. In prior observations of polarity inversion of In-rich InN:Mg, only a single incident of a polarity flip effect (In- $\rightarrow$ N-polar) at a high Mg content level of $10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ was reported\textsuperscript{134}. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image shown in that work captured the accumulated Mg at the surface of InN at the given Mg concentration, although this effect had no influence upon an ever-present electron accumulation layer.

Likewise here, the polarities are thoroughly fixed at In-face until the Mg cell temperature reaches a threshold of 320 °C (corresponding to Mg concentration of $9\times10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$), where the polarity flips from In- to N-face. Meanwhile, the polarity of a N-rich InN:Mg/GaN series in this work is permanently fixed at In-face, consistent with a recent study of N-rich InN:Mg\textsuperscript{155}. Despite the same N-rich growth, there is a discernible difference in the polarity inversion between the former InN:Mg/YSZ of chapter 4 and this InN:Mg/GaN series. The exact cause of this phenomenon is unknown.

XPS measurements also can serve to extract the estimated Fermi energy ($E_F$)\textsuperscript{245}. As has been a weighty matter for InN, its somewhat unusual position of the $E_F$ has been troublesome for many issues (ie degenerate electrons). As displayed in figure 5.5, $E_F$ of lightly doped films (both N-and In-rich) are approximately 1.4 eV above the VBM. When the Mg cell temperature reached 300 °C, the $E_F$ was significantly dragged to a lower energy, although the values of $E_F$ taken from In- and N-rich films have a slight difference. The In-rich condition is determined to have a lower value of the $E_F$, which is closer to the level of non-degeneracy as discussed in section 3.5. This suggests that those In-rich samples are more efficiently compensating the background electrons, leading towards the realization of p-type and also
readily proves Mg as an acceptor. It is worth noting that XPS is a surface dependent study. Therefore the extracted Fermi energy may be slightly overestimated by the electron accumulation layer and may disagree with Hall effect measurements. The detailed use and properties of XPS studies in this series is recently published elsewhere\textsuperscript{245}.

The existence of the ever-present surface electron accumulation layer of InN is problematic for SFH measurements\textsuperscript{67,165}. An alternative method for distinguishing a material’s ‘pure’ electrical property is variable magnetic field Hall effect (VFH) measurements [Appendix A]. This technique precisely determines the bulk carrier populations of InN:Mg via examining multiple conducting paths\textsuperscript{142,161,166,167}. More details of the experimental techniques used here are mentioned elsewhere\textsuperscript{61,161}.

Figure 5.6 presents the carrier concentration as calculated using multicarrier fitting to VFH measurement of In-rich InN:Mg films. The distribution of the electrons and holes are rather randomly formed throughout a wide range of Mg content but similar to the SFH measurement, they mostly decrease with increased doping density. A noteworthy sample of 714-InN:Mg (\(T_{\text{Mg}}: 280\ \degree\text{C}\)) has relatively low carrier concentrations of \(10^{17}\ \text{cm}^{-3}\), which is very close to the non-degeneracy level of mid 10^{16} \text{cm}^{-3}. Another eye catcher is 713-InN:Mg (\(T_{\text{Mg}}: 267\ \degree\text{C}\)).
Rarely has the concentration of hole carriers being greater rather than the electron population. Rather large values of both the electron and hole concentrations are also an interesting concept. Their distinctive properties and extraordinary PL observations will be comprehensively discussed in following sections.

Only a limited number of In-rich samples over a Mg cell temperature range of 272 to 287°C yields the direct evidence of a buried p-type layer. In the quantitative mobility spectrum analysis (QMSA) plot in the inset of figure 5.6, the presence of hole populations peaking at 850 cm²/Vs can be seen. This view strongly implies that Mg has been successfully incorporated in the InN:Mg/GaN film. Meanwhile, the electron population was found in a mobility range of 100 - 1000 cm²/Vs. The lower value points to the surface electron accumulation layer. Meanwhile, InN:Mg/GaN films grown under N-rich conditions do not show any signs of such an embedded p-type layer, where only electron-mediated features with the bulk layers are measured. This strongly indicates that the growth under N-rich conditions somewhat inhibits the substitutional Mg incorporation (Mg_{in}), which was also the case for a N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series of chapter 4. Summarized electrical properties are listed in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 A summary of growth conditions and Hall effect measurements (SFH) of Mg doped InN/GaN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-rich Film #</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;Mg&lt;/sub&gt; (°C)</th>
<th>Mg&lt;sub&gt;conc&lt;/sub&gt; (cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>μ cm&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;/Vs</th>
<th>n (cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>706-InN</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>8.99×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>1.7×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>7.89×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.2×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>1.02×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1.31×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1.72×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>1.84×10&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>3.99×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2.6×10&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>3.37×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>4.7×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>4.31×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>1.06×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>3.24×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>9.81×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.55×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722-InN:Mg</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.99×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-rich Films #</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.0×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>1.13×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>3.75×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>1.63×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>7.57×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2.53×10&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2.96×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>3.43×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>1.22×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>4.18×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>9×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.3×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722-InN:Mg</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.39×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Optical properties of InN:Mg/GaN

The PL spectra of both In- and N-rich InN:Mg/GaN thin films were recorded by using a combination of a 650 nm line of a diode laser module and an InSb detector, and is illustrated in figure 5.7. The InGaAs detector was employed to produce PL of the film 719-InN:Mg, where the signal was heavily quenched by the Mg overdoping. Eventually, its PL efficiency has been normalized to other spectra in order to make a reliable comparison.
Figure 5.7 4 K PL spectra of N- and In-rich InN:Mg/GaN. The SEM image showed that the N-rich conditions were not in evidence for the two very lightly doped films (#706 and #710). No PL is obtained from the N-rich 719-InN:Mg/GaN.
PL of samples measured from the N-rich zone generally exhibit n-InN characteristics. The four very lightly doped films show multiple overlapping components, forming an asymmetric broad emission extended over the bandgap, which is typical of N-rich InN:Mg as discussed in section 4.2. Therefore, the higher shoulder feature at approximately 0.72 is assigned to the Mahan exciton$^{118}$, where the emission contains a large spread of momentum $k$ and induces such a broad feature$^{100,155,168}$. In contrast, samples from the In-rich zone of each film within a similar doping range exhibit significantly different optical characteristics. Much narrowed single spectral energies of approximately 0.67 eV at 4 K were obtained. As the Mg cell temperature is increased, the emission line becomes much narrower (more detailed plot in figure 5.10). This difference may result from more plentiful occupation of Mg substitutional sites for In-rich InN:Mg/GaN, which successfully compensates the background electron as highlighted in the Hall measurements.

The PL for N-rich InN:Mg/GaN films grown using an intermediate Mg cell temperature range of 272 to 287 °C showed a number of low energy features, although they are unlikely linked to Mg. As has been evidenced from the magnetotransport measurement, the effect of Mg doping only resulted a n-type bulk layer in this N-rich series. Thus a low energy feature should be associated with a recombination of degenerate electrons with residual impurities at a deep acceptor state. The spectra also involve the apparent LO phonon replica at energy shift of 72 meV. Also observed is an asymmetric high energy feature just below 0.7 eV, although it is strongly quenched from a Mg cell temperature of 280 °C onwards. No PL emission is detected from the N-rich 719-InN:Mg/GaN sample grown using a Mg cell temperature of 320 °C.

The overall spectral resolution of In-rich InN:Mg/GaN is comparable to what has been previously reported for undoped samples with a low electron background concentration and In-rich InN:Mg grown using a low Mg cell temperature$^{75,90-92,100,133}$. The PL for In-rich InN:Mg/GaN films grown using an intermediate Mg cell temperature range exhibit more structured multi-components over a wide spectrum range of 0.5 to 0.7 eV, where magnetotransport successfully distinguished a p-type layer. This spectral evolution is also strongly in agreement with the SFH measurements where a potential manifestation of bulk compensation (a drop of electron concentration as a function of Mg concentration) beyond the critical Mg cell temperature of 267°C (Mg concentration of $1.84 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$) is seen.
Therefore, the presence of a feature at 0.6 eV can be ascribed to the transition from a Mg related deep acceptor state, which returns a bulk p-type. The 72 meV splitting below is the LO-phonon replica. In sharp contrast to PL measured from N-rich InN:Mg, a high energy features just below 0.7 eV remains apparent for a Mg cell temperature range of 280 to 287 °C. These symmetrical components arise and shift independently with the Mg concentration, recognizing some types of novel luminescence. To the authors knowledge there are no reported InN studies discussing the ‘perfect’ symmetrical PL feature. The polarity has been inversed to N-polar at the highest Mg cell temperature of 320 °C and this effect may provoke a sudden change in the spectral characteristic as discussed in section 4.2.

Mg doping of N-rich InN:Mg/GaN results in a gradual redshift in the dominant peak energy until a threshold Mg content is reached, indicating the potential fluctuation of the localization states as discussed in section 3.3. This trend is consistent with the N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series of chapter 4. This behaviour assumes that the observed lower energy transition at an intermediate Mg cell temperature range, has a DAP character. A careful analysis can recognize the redshift of a high energy feature just below 0.7 eV as a function of the Mg concentration, confirming the originating state for PL is connected in a sense of neutral bound acceptors (ie. shallow acceptors).

Figure 5.8 PL peak positions (potential neutral bound acceptors) of InN:Mg/GaN as a function of carrier concentration. Considering overestimated values of Mg and carrier concentrations of 712- and 713-InN:Mg/GaN, respectively, such data points have been ruled out in order to clarify the analysis.
Figure 5.9 Summary of the relative quantum efficiency of InN:Mg thin films in this study as a function of the SIMS Mg concentration.

In sharp contrast, Mg doping of In-rich InN:Mg/GaN has no influence upon a peak shift (figure 5.7). This, coupled with the presence of symmetrical luminescence line at the bandedge proposes that the effective compensation of background electron concentration promotes the non-degenerate electron and hole recombination at 0.67 eV, and the presence of p-type transition at 0.6 eV (note: the potential fluctuation only occurs through the increased spatial defect frequency).

The PL behaviour of N-rich InN:Mg/GaN films correlate directly to the SFH measurements as depicted in figure 5.8. As the electron background concentration is increased the dominant emission shifts to higher energy, following the Moss-Burstein effect observed in n-InN(29). Meanwhile, it is perhaps unsurprising to see the non-monotonic trend of energy shift with increasing carrier concentration for the samples grown under the In-rich condition as expected from the compensated background electron concentration and a different type of transition (i.e. the onset of Mg emission) becoming a dominant.
The PL quantum efficiencies as a function of Mg concentration are depicted in figure 5.9. It is shown that the integrated PL intensity is drastically affected by Mg doping regardless of growth flux conditions. It is worth noting that the In-rich PL can exhibit much higher intensity (a few orders of magnitude) than those from N-rich conditions. This trend may be correlated to the greater amplitude of potential fluctuations from N-rich zone\textsuperscript{222-224}, where largely dispersed electronic states owing to an increased number of defects, become very effective non-radiative channels (SRH). It is plausible to see similar variation of PL responses for the two different N-rich series with Mg doping density, although interestingly these were deposited on two different substrates of YSZ and GaN/Sapphire. Seeing ahead, this phenomenon provided useful information in terms of efficiency of p-InN.

5.3 Band-to-band transition; The first discovery

The characteristic of sample 714-InN:Mg grown using a low Mg cell temperature of 280 °C stood out among the wide range of electrical and optical properties in the In-rich zone as illustrated in figure 5.5 and 5.7, respectively. Its near bandedge PL feature at 0.67 eV is perfectly symmetrical and a very low FWHM of 20 meV can be recognized in figure 5.10. Worth noting is that the FWHM of 20 meV matches well with a reported ‘defect-free’ PL line-width of InN elsewhere\textsuperscript{120,175}.

The FWHM of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series of chapter 4 broadens with Mg content due to the donor-like Mg-H (or interstitial In) complexes generating strong many particle interactions. The FWHM of In-rich InN:Mg/GaN however, is markedly reduced as a function of Mg content, which also parallels the Hall measurements (SFH carrier concentration). The FWHM reaches a minimum value of 20 meV at the Mg cell temperature of 280 °C, then re-broadens. Hence this is further evidence of the background electron compensation with increasing Mg cell temperature (or Mg concentration) and the particle scattering effect becomes a less concern. The later FWHM increase is likely caused by an overdoping, which introduces native defects\textsuperscript{168}. This understanding is supported by the increase of PL line-width in GS1810 by the effect of energetic particle irradiation to raise the electron concentration as discussed in Appendix C.
In order to firmly identify the luminescence mechanism, an excitation intensity dependent PL study was made. Figure 5.11 displays the excitation intensity dependent PL of In-rich 714-InN:Mg. Three PL emission peaks are clearly observed at 0.53 ($I_{\text{LO_fb}}$), 0.60 ($I_{\text{fb}}$), and 0.67 eV ($I_{\text{bb}}$). An analysis of the $I_{\text{bb}}$ feature exhibits direct evidence of a band-to-band transition, which to our knowledge is the first such observation. As illustrated in the inset, the extracted power-law exponent $k$ gives a quadratic power dependence and is a manifestation of “true” band-to-band recombination. A quadratic relation is not known to have been mentioned elsewhere, although the most commonly seen optical transitions of InN in literatures are also peaking at 0.67 eV. The extracted value of $k$ from such literatures returned sub-linear power dependences.

The various peak intensities in the In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN spectrum as a function of excitation intensity return a different power-law exponent $k$. The extracted value of $k$ is 0.59 for the $I_{\text{fb}}$ peak and is attributed to a free-to-bound transition. The lowest energy component at approximately 0.53 eV is most likely the LO-phonon replica of $I_{\text{fb}}$. Considering the linkage between these two transitions, it is unsurprising to see their duplicated behaviors as a function of excitation intensity. The energy spacing of 72 meV between $I_{\text{fb}}$ and $I_{\text{LO_fb}}$ is indeed consistent with a previous report. If these recombination mechanisms are correctly assigned, the pronounced blueshifts with increasing excitation power are attributed to the Moss-Burstein effect. Worth noting is that a low electron carrier concentration as extracted from

Figure 5.10 Extracted FWHM of PL spectra corresponds to Mg cell temperature, and Mg concentration (inset).
Figure 5.11 Excitation power dependent PL for the In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN film grown with a Mg cell temperature of 280°C (The features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the log slope of three different components by using a power law equation.

VFH of this film should be in a vicinity of non-degenerate level for InN as discussed in section 3.5. This makes it possible to observe a pronounced blueshift of a free-to-deep acceptor $I_{fb}$, whereas this observation mostly swamped by the high background concentration of typical InN$^{91}$.

More useful information is available from temperature dependent PL. Its characteristics perfectly agree with the theoretical perspective and strongly support the proposal of a band-to-band transition. Temperature dependent PL spectra of 714-InN:Mg is displayed in figure 5.12. Clear band tailing effects$^{99,168}$ for $I_{bb}$ at high temperatures are observed. This non-symmetric broadening effect of band-to-band transition at the high energy wing can be described by the classical Boltzmann statistics$^{214}$:

$$E_g(h\nu) \propto (h\nu - E_g)^{1/2} \exp \left( -\frac{h\nu - E_g}{k_BT} \right)$$  (5.1)

This equation includes the high energy levels of the conduction band becoming thermally occupied as temperature increases. This gives the exponential tail ($e^{kT}$) on the high energy wing, forming a non-symmetrical PL line-shape. As shown in the figure, the high energy
shoulder of the bandgap transition at 152 K can be well described by an exponential decaying curve, as it follows the band tailing effect\cite{99,168} and this theoretical view gives confidence to assign a true band-to-band recombination\cite{104,105}.

In order to solidly identify the origin of the transition at 0.6 eV, its Arrhenius decay characteristic has been examined using equation 3.16. As shown in figure 5.13, the activation energy of non-radiative recombination channel yields 50 meV, which coincides well with reported Mg activation energies of InN\cite{75,92,133,216}. The lower activation energy of 14 meV is attributed to hole dissociation at the low temperature region. The rather high value of a second activation energy may correlate to the nature of Mg forming a deep acceptor. Theoretical treatment of Arrhenius on the band-to-band transition is rather superfluous since the formation of a non-radiative channel is rather meaningless.

Searching for more evidence continued, especially additional support for a band-to-band transition, and was found in the assignment of PL energy variation with temperature. $I_{bb}$ exhibits a pronounced redshift effect (more prominent than from a DAP transition in figure 4.15) with increased temperature as it follows the bandgap narrowing. In temperature dependent PL, the dynamics of energy shifting is analysed by the Bose-Einstein and Pässler
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Figure 5.13 The Arrhenius plots of the absolute peak intensities for \( I_{fb} \) (0.6 eV). The inset shows the Pässler and Bose-Einstein plots of the variation of \( I_{bb} \) (～0.67 eV) emission centres as a function of temperature.

models\(^{104,105}\). The band-to-band recombination readily fits into empirical relations as shown in the inset of figure 5.13. The details of fitted parameters have already been covered in section 3.7. The combined PL results are intimately linked to a useful understanding of the optical bandgap transition and these plausible conclusions are of consequence in the potential bandgap determination of InN.

Meanwhile, the peak 0.6 eV appears to have a temperature induced ‘S’ shaped’ (very slight) energy shift as shown in figure 5.12. This phenomenon, while previously seen in a potential Mg-related emission from 590-InN:Mg/YSZ (‘C’...N-rich), involves the thermally excited electrons being transferred to the resonant donor states above the CBM with increasing temperature. Considering the presence of band-to-band transition, the electron in the emitting state of conduction band of this particular sample should be non-degenerate and thus, the temperature induced ‘S shaped’ energy shift becomes much weaker (a less occupied conduction band state) relative to the emission from 590-InN:Mg/YSZ. Seemingly, this type of behavior is associated with a Mg related emission in some extent.

In figure 5.14, PL spectra were performed for In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN using the laser operating in the wavelength range from 488 nm to 808 nm as excitation sources. The results
Figure 5.14 4 K PL spectra of sample In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN as a function of excitation wavelength (The features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the log slope of $I_{bb}$ peak extracted with a different excitation source. The power-law exponent $k$ gives a quadratic and sub-linear relation for a 808 nm and a 488 nm lasers, respectively.

show that the band-to-band transition can be significantly affected by excitation energy as evidenced from the different power-law exponent $k$. The extracted value of $k$ from a 488 nm Argon laser gives sub-linear power dependence, whereas with a 808 nm laser module $k$ remains being a quadratic. The least square fit of power law using a 650 nm laser diode is already covered in figure 5.11 (a quadratic). A possible reason is associated with the shorter average depth that a photon penetrates for a 488 nm Argon laser as discussed in section 3.9. PL (the diffusion of photo-excited carriers) using a 488 nm Argon laser is somewhat perturbed by the surface electron accumulation layer and thus the band-to-band transition could be “washed away”. Also observed is the redistribution of PL intensity between the band-to-band and the Mg-related peak. This view infers the 0.67 eV peak being a free-to-shallow acceptor, where the trapping strength is relatively less than a deeper state.

5.4 Excitonic transition; The unexpected discovery

To the authors knowledge, the excitonic recombination also has never been mentioned in this material. Here, the evidence of a neutral acceptor bound exciton ($A^0X$) is presented. Figure
5.15 displays the excitation intensity dependent PL of In-rich 713-InN:Mg/GaN grown using a low Mg cell temperature of 267 °C. The doping density of this film is just a step below In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN. The PL is monopolized by the almost symmetrical spectrum near 0.68 eV and the feature blueshifts with increasing laser power as it follows the Moss-Burstein effect. This indicates that the originating state for PL should be connected to the CBM or above. This interpretation rules out the possibility of a free or a neutral donor bound exciton and is an appropriate reason why this transition is at a higher energy than the band-to-band PL of In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN. It is concluded that the observed transition at 0.68 eV has a shallow acceptor bound exciton character as the VFH measurement indicates that the bulk hole carrier concentration is slightly higher than the electron population (figure 5.6).

The response of this peak to varying excitation intensity has a clear difference to a band-to-band transition. The inset of fig 5.15 describes the standard power-law relation of the dominant peak centre at 0.67 eV. A linear (k~1.1) characteristic corresponds to an excitonic recombination. Meanwhile, multiple overlapping PL components in a spectral range of 0.54 and 0.60 eV can be noticed at low excitation intensity. A tentative explanation is that the 0.6 eV peak arises from transitions of free electrons in the conduction band to a deep acceptor state and the 0.54 eV peak is the LO-phonon-replica.

Figure 5.15 Excitation power dependent PL for the In-rich 713-InN:Mg/GaN film grown with a Mg cell temperature of 267 °C (The features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the log slope of main component (A°X) by using power law equation.
Once the existence of a neutral acceptor bound exciton is convincingly established, the question is naturally directed to its activation energy. Figure 5.16 shows the temperature dependent PL of 713-\text{InN}:\text{Mg}/\text{GaN}. A typical excitonic behaviour can be identified. The neutral acceptor bound exciton emission decayed in intensity and redshifted as the temperature increased. It thoroughly dominated the PL, even at higher temperatures, while the 0.6 eV peak is more apparent at the high temperature due the increased population of thermally released free carriers from the neutral acceptor bound exciton.

The thermal quenching process of exciton transition should be drawn by a single activation energy, representing the localization energy. However, as is shown in figure 5.17 a single energy model does not fit well at the “knee” point of the data. Therefore, a thermal quenching process with dual activation energies is considered and is also presented in figure 5.17. The fit returns the activation energies of 8 meV and 26 meV. The former represents the localization energy of 8 meV and the latter in this case may describe the energy required to thermally break the exciton pair, the ‘binding energy’. An unusually large thermal dissociation value of 26 meV is perhaps the physical signature of an excitonic nature. Arguably, the neutral bound exciton peak also has a high energy broadening at the high
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Figure 5.17 The Arrhenius plots of the absolute peak intensities for A°X. The inset shows the Pässler and Bose-Einstein plots of the variation of A°X emission centres as a function of temperature.

temperature like the band-to-band transition of the In-rich 714-InN:Mg/GaN. This may be attributed to the localization level of this transition being nearby the VMB. The inset of figure 5.17 shows the position of the neutral acceptor bound exciton peak with the solid and dotted lines representing the fits of Bose-Einstein and Pässler models (eq 3.18, and eq 3.19, respectively). The detail of fitted parameters is shown in section 3.7.

Another analytical treatment that can convincingly identify the exciton is a line broadening effect. At high temperature, the interaction between excitons and LO phonons becomes more vibrant and disperses across the bandgap, leading to the effective PL line broadening. This interpretation gives the theoretical formula for the line-width,

$$
\xi(T) = \xi_0 + CT + \frac{\xi_{LO}}{\exp\left(\frac{E_{LO}}{k_B T}\right) - 1} \tag{5.2}
$$

where $\xi_{LO}$ is a LO phonon energy, $\xi_0$ is the broadening parameter at 0 K, $C$ is the coupling strength of an exciton-acoustic phonon interaction, and $E_{LO}$ is a parameter describing the exciton-LO phonon interaction. The LO phonon energy of 72 meV was used in this fitting.\textsuperscript{90}
As shown in figure 5.18, the broadening effect is in agreement with the theoretical formula. This view is a strong evidence that the 0.68 eV emission is the exciton-induced PL. The fitted parameters using equation 5.2 return 28 meV, 8 μeV/K, and 46 meV for $\xi_o$, $\varnothing$, and $E_{LO}$, respectively. As expected, the coupling strength of an exciton-acoustic phonon interaction ($\varnothing$) of 8 μeV/K is much weaker than in GaN (28 μeV/K) and AlN (57 μeV/K), which depends on the ionic bond strength of the material\textsuperscript{247}.

In order to convincingly understand the recombination dynamics of neutral acceptor bound excitonic recombination, the power-law coefficient $k$ is examined as a function of temperature. A preliminary expectation concerns two step mechanisms: 1) the thermal dissociation of excitons into free carriers when the available thermal energy exceeds the binding energy of 26 meV and 2) after the excitonic pair is delocalized, an extra hole carrier from this “three-body” complex (2h1e) is transferring a free-to-shallow acceptor transition as discussed in section 3.2. The origin of PL emission therefore changes from a neutral acceptor bound exciton to a free-to-acceptor like with an increased temperature and thus the power law coefficient $k$ value should be decreased\textsuperscript{169-171}.

Figure 5.19 draws together the dynamics of the power-law coefficient $k$ as a function of temperature. The assignment of $k$ clearly depends on ambient temperature. The exponents yield a constant value of 1.1 in the experimental temperature range of 7 to 150 K, while this
Figure 5.19 The fitted experimental data of In-rich 713-InN:Mg/GaN and the fit to the power-law as a function of laser power for several representative temperatures (offset vertically for clarity).

valuation slightly decreases at 300 K, which corresponds to an extracted binding energy of 26 meV. The findings are in accordance with the foregoing discussion that this trend is an elucidation of the onset of a thermalization process from being a neutral acceptor bound acceptor into a free-to-acceptor-like transition. Arguably, the extracted value of k for three temperatures is still within an experimental error. Perhaps a more rigorous practise is to extend the temperature range.

5.5 Brief Summary

The PL evolution in In-rich InN:Mg/GaN with changing Mg content has a discernible difference to the N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series of chapter 4. Figure 5.20 displays the extracted power-law coefficient of observed transition as a function of Mg cell temperature. Sub-linear power dependences are in evidence for the three very lightly doped films. This observation is comparable to a N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series and is attributed to a free-to-shallow acceptor transition. Perhaps, the only difference is the activation energy of the shallow acceptor level. The average activation energy extracted from the In-rich InN:Mg/GaN is in a range of 13-30 meV. This given range is approximately 10 meV greater than that those from a N-rich series of chapter 4, where the background electron concentration is much higher. This proposes that
Figure 5.20 The compressive details of optical properties for In-rich InN:Mg/GaN as a function of Mg cell temperature. The symbols designate the discernible recombination processes which have been determined by the PL study. Parentheses indicate the activation energy (the formation of a non-radiative channel).

The non-radiative recombination process activation energies are affected by the carrier concentration since a larger number of ionized impurities are likely attracted by (the Coulomb interaction) the holes in the VBM.

The samples grown using a moderate Mg cell temperature of 280 °C produces the band-to-band transitions as evidenced from the PL. This conclusion is drawn by four theoretical supports of: 1) the corresponding power-law exponent being a quadratic relation, 2) a perfect symmetric line shape indicating the ‘non-degenerate’ (or ‘defect-free’) PL emission, 3) the band tailing effect at the high temperature region, and 4) a pronounced redshift as a function of temperature. Apart from this critical sample, the carrier concentrations as extracted from VFH are much higher for other samples, and the calculated exponent k equal or less than linear, indicative of a neutral acceptor bound exciton and free-to-shallow acceptor.

The potential “p-type window” in this series corresponds to a Mg cell temperature range of 272 °C to 287 °C (2.6×10^{17} to 1.0×10^{18} cm^{-3}), where VFH measurement recognized a p-type layer. This range is an order of magnitude less than reported ranges elsewhere^{75,155}. The PL
for In-rich InN:Mg/GaN films grown inside the given Mg concentration range show a number of low energy peaks and are Mg deep acceptor states. The extracted Mg activation energy is in a range of 48 to 50 meV and is consistent with the expected deep acceptor level for Mg in InN. Finally, at the highest doping level, the dominant PL feature shifts to higher energy and the transition type of a free-to-shallow bound re-appears. This implies the Mg incorporating in either the interstitial In or Mg-H complex as has been the case for N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ in chapter 4.

Our results conclude that careful controls of Mg doping level and the In/N flux ratio are necessary to successfully compensate the electron background concentration which leads to both the distinctive observation of a band-to-band and a Mg-related PL transition in InN. Also observed is that the In-rich growth favors Mg incorporation on In vacancy sites rather than N-rich growth. Detail of the observed luminescence transitions of the In-rich InN:Mg/GaN is listed in table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-rich Film #</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;Mg&lt;/sub&gt; (°C)</th>
<th>Mg&lt;sub&gt;conc&lt;/sub&gt; (cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Trans. Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>710-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>1.7×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.68 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt; (shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.2×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.69 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt; (shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1.31×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.68 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt; (shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>1.84×10&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.68 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;A°X&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>4.7×10&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.60, 0.67 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt;(Mg)&lt;sub&gt;LO&lt;/sub&gt;, I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt;(shallow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2.6×10&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.60, 0.67 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt;(Mg)&lt;sub&gt;LO&lt;/sub&gt;, I&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718-InN:Mg</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>1.06×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.60, 0.67 eV</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt;(Mg)&lt;sub&gt;LO&lt;/sub&gt;, unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722-InN:Mg</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.99×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;eA°&lt;/sub&gt;(shallow)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LO → Consists LO-phonon replica.
Chapter 6

Potential acceptor dopants

6.1 Zinc doped InN; a p-type dopant for InN?

Despite the great success in establishing that Mg is a viable p-type dopant for InN, the persistent issue of an extreme surface electron accumulation layer is still problematic. Potential solutions discussed in the literature highlight InAs. InAs also greatly suffered from a surface electron accumulation layer with a much n-type narrow bandgap of 0.36 eV. If for no other reason, it seems natural to benchmark p-InAs given its success with Zn incorporation.

The propensity of Zn incorporation to the III-V semiconductors is rather unique. There is a tendency for Zn-doped III-Vs to be semi-insulating. This situation rendered a difficulty in probing p-type characteristics and the high resistivity buffer layer was unconditionally needed in order to compensate the residual donors for a III-V:Zn and for an eventual device application (ie. GaN:Zn based LEDs).

In terms of PL, GaN:Zn has been reported to be an effective light emitter, which can deliver a number of visible lines over a wide range of the spectrum, although GaN doping with Zn seemed to be insufficient due to its deep ionization energy of 340 meV. This value is almost twice as much as a Mg ionization energy and returns a rather high Hall resistivity, which is rather problematic for an eventual application. Also reported was that GaN:Zn can be fitted into the substitutional, interstitial and complex arrangements.

To date, a limited number of studies have been conducted on Zn-doped InN. Chen et al. reported an annealing study of InN:Zn. Their RF sputtering grown thin films exhibited a
The flux condition was strongly connected to the surface morphology. The SEM images discriminate the N- and In-rich regimes as displayed in figure 6.1. As always has been for InN, a relatively smooth surface is evidence for In-rich, whereas N-rich displayed a roughness. KOH etching of InN:Zn/GaN found no polarity inversion from the In-face, consistent with a polarity effect study of GaN:Zn\textsuperscript{182,183}.

As displayed in figure 6.2, the SFH electrical properties are rather insensitive to Zn content. The higher mobility value is measured from samples taken from In-rich zone throughout a wide Zn cell temperature range. The N-rich Hall mobility shows a monotonic reduction with
increasing Zn concentration, whereas no particular pattern is obtained from the In-rich regime. Meanwhile, the carrier concentrations of both the N-rich and In-rich InN:Zn/GaN are randomly distributed, clustering at $10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and the rather high values from both indicate that the surface electron accumulation layer is still strongly present. The best electrical result is optimized at a Zn cell temperature of 192 °C, regardless of flux conditions, showing the lowest electron background concentration and the highest mobility.

For a better understanding, the electrical properties of InN:Zn were further explored by VFH. Despite this, a sign of p-type bulk layer has not been observed, and the SIMS also could not probe any Zn concentration. This tentatively suggests that Zn is introducing a large number of native donors and makes InN insufficient to compensate the background electron concentration. Nonetheless, the VFH carrier concentration shows a slight improvement, where this measurement is unlikely perturbed by the surface electrons. The obtained parameters as extracted from Hall effects are summarized in table 6.1. Similar to what has been previously seen for InN:Mg of chapter 4 and 5, the electrical property of the region grown under N-rich condition was poorer$^{117,155,156}$. A main hurdle in this analysis is having such a small sample set. Consequently, a significant interpretation may be limited.
### Table 6.1 A summary of growth conditions and Hall effect measurements of Zn doped InN/GaN films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Film (N-rich)</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;Zn&lt;/sub&gt; (°C)</th>
<th>Carrier conc. (cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Mobility (cm&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;/Vs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>627-InN:Zn</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.44×10&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621-InN:Zn</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>2.01×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619-InN:Zn</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>1.08×10&lt;sup&gt;20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Film (In-rich)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656-InN:Zn</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>9.00×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt; (3.4×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>540 (864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653-InN:Zn</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>3.80×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt; (3.2×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>700 (875)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655-InN:Zn</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>5.00×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt; (2.1×10&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>370 (621)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Parentheses indicate the VFH measurement.

#### 6.1.2 Optical properties of InN:Zn/GaN

*TRDT by Dr. Maurice Cheung at The State University of New York*

The InN:Zn/GaN (N- and In-rich) samples were excited with a 650 nm radiation from a 150 mW diode module and the PL signal from these emissions were collected into a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb (and InGaAs detectors). Figure 6.3 shows 4 K PL from films grown under N- and In-rich conditions. PL of N-rich films exhibits the structureless multiple high-energy features as expected from the scattering effect of InN with the high background electron concentration. Despite this, the dominant peaks are realized with a careful analysis and it shows the Moss-Burstein effect as a function of Zn cell temperature<sup>29</sup>. This phenomenon literally suggests the introduction of many point native defects (increases carrier concentration) with a Zn doping as expected from a N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series of chapter 4, where overall PL is governed by the recombination from highly degenerate free electrons to potential localized states somewhere near the valence band<sup>91</sup>. The PL spectrum of 619-InN:Zn grown with a Zn cell temperature of 248 °C is partially dismissed by the detector limitation of InGaAs and its dominant peak only can be estimated.

In contrast, the PL of the In-rich zone is well regulated. The total spectral configuration consist of four multiple radiative paths over a wide range of 0.54 to 0.72 eV. All samples exhibit features at energies above to the bandgap. The origins are worth considering. We
assign the 0.72 eV peak to the Mahan exciton, involving transitions of free electrons in the Fermi sea level to a shallow acceptor bound state. The carrier concentration of this series increases as a function of Zn cell temperature. This naturally gives a rise to the Fermi edge and thus a Mahan exciton peak blueshifts\cite{100,118} as displayed in figure 6.3. Conversely, the lower energy peak at 0.67 eV gradually redshifts as a function of Zn cell temperature. This behavior is attributed to a mixed procedure of the bandgap renormalization (BGR) and the potential fluctuation of donor and acceptor states as discussed in section 4.2. This means that a free-to-shallow acceptor approaches the midgap with increased doping level. As the Zn cell temperature is increased, PL reveals a number of low energy features peaking at 0.54 and 0.60 eV, and likely associated with residual deep acceptors. Perhaps, a single PL spectrum is insufficient to interpret the optical properties of InN:Zn. An extended PL analysis is certainly required to confidently identify the true origins.

As expected from the former InN:Mg series of chapter 4 and 5, the integrated intensity of the In-rich regime is a few orders of magnitude higher than that from N-rich films and the PL
Figure 6.4 Variation of the PL intensity of InN:Zn/GaN with different Zn content. The inset shows decay of the photogenerated carrier density according to TRDT measurement of selected samples at an injected density of \(7.5 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\) per pulse.

Intensity decreases markedly with increasing Zn content for both flux conditions as illustrated in figure 6.4. Again, the decay of photogenerated carrier density was performed by TRDT measurement and is shown in the inset of figure 6.4. A pump-probe technique was taken from N-rich films with doping temperature of 75°C (SL) and 192°C (SM). For SL, the decay exhibits a single exponential characteristic, while as a direct consequence of Auger recombination process, the decay time of SM is more rapid. This phenomenon is consistent with a N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series as discussed in section 4.2.

More detailed PL study is required to ascertain the nature of luminescence. Figure 6.5 shows the PL spectra of 655-InN:Zn grown using a Zn cell temperature of 248 °C as a function of excitation intensity. As noted earlier, the origins of 0.67 eV and 0.72 peaks are likely a free-to-shallow (I\(_{sa}\)) and a Mahan exciton (I\(_{mh}\)). I\(_{sa}\) exhibits a pronounced blueshift as a function of excitation intensity due to the Moss-Burstein effect\(^{29}\), whereas this effect is less relevant to I\(_{mh}\). Since this PL emission is originated from the Fermi edge (rather than the CBM), where the band filling effect should be negligible\(^{100,118}\). A possible explanation of the lowest feature peaking at 0.54 eV is that the DAP transition (I\(_{DAP}\)) with increasing excitation intensity causing the strong Coulomb interaction and returns a blueshift. The 0.6 eV peak is more
apparent at the low excitation intensity. This emission is pinned at the initial position, regardless of laser powers. As has been observed in the case of a N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series, the expected blueshift of a free-to-deep acceptor transition is suppressed by a high background electron concentration of the material.91

Additional information is determined by the power dependent PL as displayed in figure 6.6, where the intensity generally follows a power law $I \sim L^k$. This analysis supports the preliminary peak assignment as the power-law coefficients $k$ being a sub-linear. Worth noting is the same returned value for the two very lower energy features of $I_{da}$ and $I_{DAP}$. This points to the strong connection between two emissions, where the transitions of free electrons from the Burstein-Moss induced conduction band and electrons from a potential neutral donor state for $I_{da}$ and $I_{DAP}$, respectively, radiatively recombine with hole at the same neutral deep
Figure 6.6 The fit of power law corresponds to determined components from the In-rich 655-InN:Zn/GaN sample.

acceptor state. Arguably, the energy separation between the two components is matched with the LO-phonon energy of 72 meV, though PL intensity of I\textsubscript{DAP} surpasses I\textsubscript{da}.

The PL spectrum was examined in more detail. The temperature dependent spectra are displayed in figure 6.7. The Mahan feature should not be strongly influenced by the bandgap shrinkage effect as expected from its originating state of the Fermi edge. The energy position of I\textsubscript{mh} peak remained at the same position in the low temperature region but a slight redshift is noticeable at the highest temperature since the final recombination state should be nearby the VBM.

Both I\textsubscript{da} and I\textsubscript{sa} manifest temperature induced ‘S’ shaped’ energy shifts\textsuperscript{40}. This behavior is also seen in both the N- and In-rich InN:Mg/(YSZ,GaN). An elevated temperature results in a primary blueshift in the peak I\textsubscript{sa} until a threshold is reached, whereafter a gradual redshift is obtained, but vice versa for I\textsubscript{da}. Since a combination of radiative process including: 1) the time dependent generation rate for the given transition, 2) the rate of electron (or hole) being captured, and 3) the activation energy of non-radiative centre, depend on the formation of localized states, these two contradictory trends are unsurprised to see\textsuperscript{40}. I\textsubscript{DAP} exhibits a less
Figure 6.7 Temperature dependent PL of the In-rich 655-InN:Zn film grown with a Zn cell temperature of 248°C (The features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity).

amount of redshift with increasing temperature as expected from the thermal release of electrons from the donor state being transferred to its respective band (CBM)\textsuperscript{215}. This DAP luminescence mechanism also results in the redistribution of PL intensity between $I_{\text{da}}$ and $I_{\text{DAP}}$.

Both features have comparable intensity at 115 K. Also observed was that, the two emission peaks significantly emerge as a DAP transition changing its origin to a free electron-acceptor
transition due to the low thermal dissociation energy of the shallow donor state\textsuperscript{225}. More apparent PL intensities of the two lower energy features at high temperatures compared to the higher energy ones is owing to the redistribution of the localization states. As the temperature increases, a large distribution of carriers from the shallow acceptor states thermally excite to the deep acceptor states\textsuperscript{90}. This behavior is consistent with the temperature dependent PL study of 590-InN: Mg/YSZ as discussed in section 4.3.

The intensity of each peak was extracted for an Arrhenius analysis and is displayed in figure 6.8. All Arrhenius fitting results were provided with two activation energies. These activation energies of $E_A$ and $E_b$ represent the non-radiative recombination channel of an acceptor state at the high temperature region and the thermal hole delocalization energy at the low temperature region, respectively. The 24 meV activation energy of $I_{sa}$ matches well with an activation energy of shallow acceptor impurities reported for n-InN\textsuperscript{90-92}. Meanwhile, a second activation energy of $I_{sa}$ is only 3 meV. The rather low value of the thermal hole delocalization energy is owing to the non-radiative recombination channel of $I_{sa}$ being nearby the VBM. Similarly, the return to equilibrium process of $I_{mh}$ is associated with bandedge impurities which lie 19 meV above the VBM. The activation energy of the Mahan exciton in InN is less known and its nature is seldom mentioned elsewhere\textsuperscript{209,210}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.8.png}
\caption{The Arrhenius plots of the absolute peak intensities for $I_{DAP}$, $I_{sa}$, and $I_{mh}$ (offset vertically for clarity).}
\end{figure}
Figure 6.9 The absolute PL intensities of DAP, free-to-shallow, and Mahan exciton transitions as a function of Zn cell temperature.

The modified Arrhenius from equation 4.1 treated $I_{DAP}$. The activation energies of the non-radiative recombination channels yielded 68 and 12 meV for the deep acceptor and shallow donor levels, respectively. The activation energies of the donor and acceptor are in a vicinity of the reported a hydrogenic donor\textsuperscript{133} and a deep acceptor (residual)\textsuperscript{90,91} levels, respectively in n-InN. A deep acceptor activation energy of 69 meV for GaP:Zn is also noteworthy\textsuperscript{211}.

Seeing the multiple components, the question naturally follows whether the PL quenching effect applies to individual recombination processes. Relative PL intensities from each component have been plotted as a function of Zn cell temperature and are depicted in figure 6.9. The non-radiative recombination channels ($E_A$) of shallow neutral donor and deep neutral acceptor states have previously been increased as a function of Zn cell temperature. This means that both the neutral shallow donor and deep-acceptor bound states move further into the bandgap due to the greater amplitude of potential fluctuation upon increasing Zn content and leads to a redshift (approximately 7 meV) of $I_{DAP}$\textsuperscript{222-224}. Correspondingly, a large number of donor-like impurities enhance the intensity of $I_{DAP}$ slightly and more vibrant electron-electron scatter effect induces the PL line broadening effect with increasing Zn content\textsuperscript{132,133,149}. Perhaps, a good example of this PL evolution is the effect of ion-bombardment of p-InN, which comprehensively discusses in Appendix C.
Figure 6.10 4 K PL spectra of In-rich InN:Zn/GaN. Positions of the thin headed arrows indicate the extracted activations from the designated transitions. The inset shows the activation energies correspond to localization states (For DAP, two activations energies of donor and acceptors were added).

Energy (eV)
Meanwhile, $I_{sa}$ and $I_{mh}$ quench in the usual manner as a function of Zn cell temperature. This concludes that Zn doping in these samples incorporates into either the interstitial In site (introducing native point defects)\textsuperscript{231-233} or the complex arrangement of Zn-H\textsuperscript{129,130,133}, where both cases can considerably increases the background electron concentration.

Finally, the absolute PL energy separation from spectra accurately matches with the extracted activation energy respect to the VBM. In figure 6.10, the PL spectra of In-rich InN:Zn is displayed and each peak is designated with their activation energies (from Arrhenius plots). Worth noting is that the difference between individual activation energies are proportional to the absolute energy separations. For clarity, a plot of activation energy versus localization energy is shown in the inset of figure 6.10. The fitted activation energies lie on a straight line with a slope of 0.95, suggesting that these peaks should be all connected in some fashion by neutral bound acceptors.

6.1.3 Brief summary of Zn-doped InN

The electrical and optical properties of InN:Zn/GaN has been investigated. InN thin films are doped with Zn over a concentration range of several orders of magnitude, under both In- and N-rich growth conditions. SFH measurements are somewhat restricted due to the existence of a degenerate electron accumulation layer. Analysis of p-type doping using Zn has therefore been constrained to VFH, although the hole-mediated feature still remained vague. PL characteristics are also typical of overall n-type doping. Not so surprisingly, the quantum efficiency is drastically quenched upon Zn for both flux conditions but these films can exhibit a wide range of spectral features between 0.5 and 0.7 eV. A donor-acceptor pair, deep acceptor, shallow acceptor, and Mahan exciton are presented in decreasing energy order. This spectral morphology is similar to what is observed with GaN:Zn, where multi-radiative pathways including a DAP are present\textsuperscript{182,183}. In this series, a donor-acceptor pair transition involves residual deep acceptors and shallow donors. The latter may be originated from the interstitial In or Zn-H complex with a range of activation energy of 7 - 12 meV. The extracted deep and shallow acceptor activation energies are in a range of 57 - 68 meV and 19 - 24 meV, respectively, which are in good agreement with the reported residual acceptors in n-In\textsuperscript{90,91}. The values of activation energies of the relevant transitions are correlated to the PL energy
position. Interestingly, the intensity of \( I_{DAP} \) is slightly enhanced as a function of increasing Zn content, while other components are strongly quenched. This implies the introduction of point defects and inhibits Zn incorporation as an acceptor.

6.2 Manganese doped InN; a potential dilute magnetic semiconductor

The alternative dopants such as Zn and Be\(^{212} \) certainly have provided a plentiful fundamental roadmap for p-InN and enabled a better understanding regardless of whether (p-type is) successful or not. The realization of a p-type bulk layer has not been discovered from either dopant and are inferior to that of the most viable dopant, Mg. Work continued in this area by looking at a different aspect of InN doping associated with ferromagnetism.

Ferromagnetic materials in the context of dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are of interest in spintronics\(^{187} \). The transition metals such as Manganese (Mn) and Chromium (Cr)\(^{202} \) can be utilized for a spintronic based material as a dopant. The majority of initial DMS studies have focussed on HgTe and (Ga,In)As. Despite some success in determining that Mn can be used to realize the ferromagnetic property, a few relevant issues stop them being commercialized\(^{188,189,194} \). Not only the operation required an enormous applied magnetic field but their Curie temperature below 300 K was the key restriction for the application\(^{190,191} \).

In a 2001 ab-initio electronic-structure calculation by Yoshida and Sato\(^{213} \) proposed that these difficulties can be resolved by III-N semiconductors. Their work plausibly predicted the room temperature ferromagnetism of (In,Ga)N:Mn without much need of external magnetic field\(^{192,193,197-199} \) (figure 6.11). After this breakthrough, Dietl et al.\(^{196} \) successfully demonstrated a potential hole-mediated ferromagnetic property of (In,Ga,Al)MnN in the same year. Also reported by Pearton et al.\(^{195} \) in 2003 was that Mn can be incorporated into a substitution arrangement of Mn\(^{2+} \), although this configuration strictly requires the specific Mn mole fraction range of 0.01 - 0.1%.

Unfortunately, only a limited number of reports discuss p-(In,Ga,Al)MnN and has thus far contributed to the current poor understanding. The main reason for the lack of reports
detailing the central property is that it is very hard to maintain p-type doping in these systems while also incorporating large fractions of Mn. Considerably more rigorous effort should be applied to growth and characterization of III-MnN. With the emphasis on extending the knowledge of ferromagnetism in InN, an investigation of p-InMnN is examined in this thesis. The study not only considers details of electrical properties but also the optical treatment is comparatively analysed for the first time.

6.2.1 The growth parameters and electrical properties.

The growth parameter was carried out in a similar manner to previous series (ie. In cell and substrate temperature of 760 and 450 °C, respectively). The InN:Mn thin films were grown by a Perkin Elmer 430 molecular beam epitaxy system on Ga-polar GaN:Fe templates/sapphire and thickness of 1000 nm were obtained. The Mn was evaporated using a conventional 2 cc effusion cell. The Mn cell temperature was varied between 512 °C and 687 °C to match a Mn mole fraction between 0.001 % and 1 % for both the N- and In-rich zones. The extracted SIMS Mn concentration was evenly distributed in a concentration range...
Figure 6.12 SIMS Mn concentration of an InN:Mn/GaN series as a function of Mn deposition source temperature. The inset shows SEM images of the In- (a) and N-rich (b) InN:Mn/GaN films grown with a Mn cell temperature of 563 °C.

of $10^{17} - 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and is illustrated in figure 6.12. Our results show that the complete sticking of Mn on InN/GaN is slightly better in the N-rich regime and this situation perhaps significantly improve the surface morphology of N-rich surface as evidenced from the SEM images in the inset of figure 6.12. This phenomenon is in sharp contrast to the earlier results of InN:(Mg,Zn), although this trend is often seen from a p-type GaMnN epilayers\textsuperscript{200}.

The standard Hall effect measurements were performed at room temperature and the results shown in figure 6.13. In SFH measurement, the greater Mn content results in higher electron concentration and mobility, regardless of flux conditions. Also observed is a significant drop of resistivity as a function of Mn content as shown in the inset of figure 6.13. In this this series, an optimum of “low-defect” is recognized for the sample grown with a Mn cell temperature of 563°C, which corresponds to the ‘critical’ Mn mole fraction of 0.01% (for III-V semiconductors) as discussed in a previous section\textsuperscript{192,194,195,200,201}.

VFH measurement was employed to further understand the bulk property. The magnetotransport measurement of the In-rich films only indicated electron conduction, whereas the N-rich InMnN sample grown with a Mn cell temperature of 563 °C (Mn mole fraction of 0.01%) returned a hole-mediated feature according to QMSA in figure 6.14 (a). A
wide spread of hole mobility represents multiple hole conducting paths, which is of interest in a potential p-type InMnN\textsuperscript{208}. This observation parallels X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) measurement, where the surface Fermi energy points to the minimum value of 1.15 eV (respect to the VBM) at the critical Mn cell temperature of 563 °C as shown in figure 6.14 (b). This view implies that the Mn is successful in lowering the E\textsubscript{F}, which is a strong indication of the background electron compensation. Outside of this critical Mn cell temperature of 563 °C, a p-type bulk layer cannot be found and correspondingly the surface E\textsubscript{F} give intrinsic value of 1.4 eV\textsuperscript{67,68}, suggesting too much Mn can lead to the onset of n-type. The summary of Hall effect measurements are listed in table 6.2.
Figure 6.14 (a) QMSA spectrum of InN:Mn/GaN film grown with a Mn cell temperature of 563°C under N-rich condition. (b) Valence band edge XPS data for N-rich InN:Mn/GaN films with respect to the surface Fermi level as a function of Mn concentration.

Table 6.2 A summary of growth conditions and Hall effect measurements of Mn doped InN/GaN films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Films (N-rich)</th>
<th>T_Mn (°C)</th>
<th>Mn_conc (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>n (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>μ (cm²/Vs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>723 (N-rich)</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>7.0×10¹⁶</td>
<td>9.67×10¹⁸ (2.66×10¹⁸)</td>
<td>153 (339)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>724 (N-rich)</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>1.6×10¹⁷</td>
<td>4.51×10¹⁸ (8.51×10¹⁷)</td>
<td>246 (605)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725 (N-rich)</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1.6×10¹⁸</td>
<td>7.37×10¹⁸ (4.36×10¹⁸)</td>
<td>584 (779)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>726 (N-rich)</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>2.2×10¹⁹</td>
<td>2.81×10¹⁹ (1.32×10¹⁹)</td>
<td>705 (1036)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Films (In-rich)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Films (In-rich)</th>
<th>T_Mn (°C)</th>
<th>Mn_conc (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>n (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>μ (cm²/Vs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>723 (In-rich)</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>&lt;7.0×10¹⁶</td>
<td>4.91×10¹⁸ (1.63×10¹⁸)</td>
<td>266 (226)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>724 (In-rich)</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>&lt;7.0×10¹⁶</td>
<td>2.44×10¹⁸ (2.17×10¹⁸)</td>
<td>570 (551)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725 (In-rich)</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1.0×10¹⁸</td>
<td>6.26×10¹⁸ (2.41×10¹⁸)</td>
<td>709 (386)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>726 (In-rich)</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>1.9×10¹⁹</td>
<td>1.88×10¹⁹ (1.49×10¹⁹)</td>
<td>972 (1003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Parentheses indicates the VFH measurement. N → carrier conc., μ → mobility

6.2.2 Optical properties of InN:Mn/GaN

PL of samples measured from both N- and In-rich InN:Mn was performed at liquid helium temperature using a 808 nm line diode module laser and an InSb detector. The output power of this excitation source is 250 mW. As illustrated in figure 6.15, the PL evolution of In-rich
Figure 6.15 4 K PL spectra of N-rich (a) and In-rich (b) InN:Mn/GaN. The insets display variation of the PL intensity of InN:Mn/GaN with different Mn cell temperature.
Fig. 6.16 Power dependent PL of the N-rich 724-InN:Mn/GaN film grown with a Mn cell temperature of 563 °C (the features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the log slope of three different components by using a power law equation.

Zone samples exhibit a typical n-type characteristic as evidenced from a combination of the PL line broadening (containing multi overlapping components) and the Moss-Burstein effects (blueshift) as a function of Mn concentration\(^{29}\).

Meanwhile, the PL of lightly doped films in the N-rich regime exhibit distinct structure. Worth noting is the PL configuration of the sample grown with the Mn cell temperature of 563 °C (Mn mole fraction of 0.01%) showing a dominant low energy feature at 0.54 eV, which is an unusual case for InN. This feature is a credible candidate to be Mn-related as expected from the VFH and XPS measurements. As the Mn concentration is further increased, the high energy PL feature blueshifts, and multiple features are obtained.

As displayed in the inset of figure 6.15, commonly observed was a noticeable reduction in PL intensity as a function of Mn concentration, regardless of the flux conditions and is attributed to the Auger recombination. As always has been the case, In-rich InN:Mn films produced more efficient light comparing to those from N-rich zones throughout a wide range of Mn concentration range.
The PL properties were characterized in more detail. Figure 6.16 displays the power dependent PL spectrum of N-rich 724-InN:Mn/GaN that has a the critical Mn mole fraction of 0.01%. Two strong luminescence features are peaking at the 0.66 and 0.54 eV. A lower energy feature exhibits a profound blueshift as a function of excitation intensity, while a higher energy features slightly redshifts. The latter may be caused by the laser heating as the power is increased (note: as discussed earlier, the excitation source used in this series is much more intense compared to other series reported in this thesis).

Considering its low energy position of 0.54 eV, this peak arises from transitions of donor-acceptor pairs (I_{DAP}). The blueshift is therefore attributed to the electrostatic Coulomb interaction. The peak 0.66 eV is typical of free-to a shallow bound state transition (I_{fb}). Correspondingly, sub-linear power dependences are evidence for the both peaks. A 0.49 eV peak can be determined by a careful analysis. As the excitation increases, a clear blueshift is seen and the extracted power-law exponent k value is consistent with nearby transitions. The energy separation between the two lowest peaks is only 60 meV, which rules out the possibility of LO-phonon-replica. A genuine physical origin of this peak is still unknown.

Additional information can be gained from a temperature dependent PL study and is displayed in figure 6.17. Both PL features redshift with increasing temperature as they follow the bandgap narrowing. It is interesting to note more apparent I_{fb} peak at high temperatures. This observation is due to the fact that the intensity of I_{DAP} decreases more rapidly than the I_{fb}, which is a typical nature of DAP transition as discussed in section 6.1.2. Moreover, the energy separation between I_{DAP} and I_{fb} is too far apart (~130 meV) that thermally excited carriers from I_{fb} is difficult to contribute the population of a deep acceptor state of DAP centre (ie. a lower energy PL normally becomes a dominant at 300 K due to the thermally excited carriers from a higher energy feature, if the formations of two acceptor states are close enough).

As shown in the inset of figure 6.17, the intensity of each peak was extracted for Arrhenius analysis. A typical shallow acceptor activation energy of 11 meV (E_a) is given for I_{fb}. The non-radiative recombination channel is very close to the VBM that a thermal hole dissociation energy (E_{bh}: 1 meV) is rather weak. The extracted activation energy of I_{DAP}, yield 91 and 35 meV for the activation energies of a Mn deep acceptor and shallow donor sites,
Figure 6.17 Temperature dependent PL of the N-rich 724-InN:Mn/GaN with a Mn cell temperature of 563°C (the features are normalized and offset vertically for clarity). The inset shows the Arrhenius plots of the absolute peak intensities for $I_{DAP}$ and $I_b$. Respectively (eq.4.1). The extracted Mn energy of 91 meV is reasonably similar to Mg activation in InN$^{75,92,127,133}$. This observation is also in good agreement with GaN:Mn studies, where the substitution arrangement of Mn$^{2+}$ was discovered for the samples grown within the Mn mole fraction of 0.01%, where Mn acted as a deep acceptor$^{194,195}$. The $E_{A2}$ (10 meV) represents the hole dissociation energy and its value matches well with the extracted value of 14 meV observed in Mg-doped InN/GaN in chapter 5 (a Mg-related emission in figure 5.13). Seemingly, an acceptor dopant (Mg or Mn), which correlates to a ‘p-type-related deep acceptor state gives a large value of the hole dissociation energy ($E_{A2}$) in some extent. Another interpretation is the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes may contribute a strong ionization energy as discussed in section 3.3. In the context of InN:(Mg,Zn), the physical origin of donors were the hydrogen induced complex, having an activation energy range of 7 to 12 meV. However, the rather high value of the donor
activation energy of 35 meV observed here in InN:Mn disagrees with such an interpretation. Perhaps, the high donor activation energy is the reason why the $I_{\text{DAP}}$ transition is relatively strong and does dominate the total PL as discussed in figure 6.9.

The extended evidence supporting the nature of a lower energy feature is valid from a photoconductivity (PC) measurement. A xenon lamp was used for an excitation source and the applied current was 54 mA. The closed cycle system allowed bringing temperature close to 30 K.

Figure 6.18 shows the simultaneous plot of PL and PC spectra of 724-InN:Mn. Despite the signal-to-noise ratio being rather poor, the correlation between features of the photo-current and PL can be recognized. Worth noting is a midgap photocurrent roughly peaking at the same position as $I_{\text{DAP}}$ (PL). This onset is a manifestation of the electron-hole pair as reported in detailed studies of PC in InAs$^{204-206}$.

6.2.3 Brief Summary of Mn-doped InN

A series of Mn-doped InN films has been grown with Mn concentration varied over three orders of magnitude. In VFH, a clear evidence of hole mobility is seen for the sample grown...
with a Mn mole fraction of 0.01% and correspondingly the surface Fermi level is significantly lowered. In PL, this particular film exhibits an unusually strong low energy feature peaking at 0.54 eV. The extracted Mn activation energy is 91 meV, consistent with Mg activation energy in InN as an acceptor. Also observed is a blueshift with excitation power, which is a strong representative of a DAP nature. Further work is required to clarify the genuine physical origin of the donors. Its high activation energy of 35 meV is not consistent with potential donor candidates reported in III-Nitrides.

Worth noting is that a similar low energy feature is observed from the sample grown with a Mn mole fraction of 0.001%, although the VFH measurement cannot detect a p-type bulk layer. The likely reason is that the Mn concentration of such film too low to compensate the background electron concentration. As always has been the case, overdoping with Mn increases the carrier concentration and desired substitution of Mn$^{2+}$ cannot be formed. The Mn acceptor level is only found for a Mn mole fraction of 0.01% under N-rich flux, whereas typical n-type characteristics are determined from other Mn concentrations and under In-rich flux conditions. This phenomenon parallels with GaN:Mn studies$^{195-199}$. This concludes that Mn can act as an acceptor in InN with a rigorous control of acceptor concentration.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future research

7.1 Key results of Mg-doped InN

A systematic study of InN epilayers with trace amounts of dopants has been undertaken via electrical and optical studies, with most attention paid to the latter. PL measurement has been a critical part of the research. This analysis has drawn significant evidence of a genuine optical property of acceptor doped InN and has successfully provided a fruitful path for the development of p-InN.

Of the acceptor candidates, Mg doping was considered a priority, by benchmarking a family alloyed material of p-GaN. All Mg doped InN thin films used in this study were grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE). The central property of the material was strongly connected to the specific relative fluxes (Mg and In), substrate choices, and use of buffer layers.

YSZ substrate is the closest lattice matched to InN and was an initial preference for this research. As a direct consequence of the surface electron accumulation layer, single magnetic field Hall effect (SFH) measurements were somewhat perturbed by ‘heavy’ donor-like defects and many of useful electrical parameters were inaccurately drawn. The SFH electron concentration values were clustered at $10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ without any particular patterns, and the rather low value of mobility was also insensitive to Mg content.
The surface electron accumulation layer is still the ongoing issue for InN and many potential solutions to overcome this effect are offered. Chief among them, the most realistic approach is the employment a GaN capping layer. This effect can sufficiently terminate many of the ‘unwanted’ local impurities at the InN surface by precluding external species such as hydrogen and oxygen, which exclusively act as donors. A main hurdle however, is the discernible difference in growth temperature between InN and GaN.

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements have drawn significant interpretation regarding p-InN. PL of N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ generally consisted of asymmetric broad single peak. The effect of Mg pushed the acceptor bound states deeper into the gap from the valence band. This phenomenon resulted from a mixture of the bandgap renormalization (BGR) and the potential fluctuations of electrons and holes. Such an interpretation initially referred to the background electron concentration increasing as a function of Mg content.

A potential Mg related deep emission centre at 0.65 eV was eventually realized from a sample grown with a Mg cell temperature of 220 °C and this conclusion was tentatively drawn by the extracted activation energy from the Arrhenius being close to the reported Mg activation energy in InN. As the Mg concentration further increased, a DAP transition peaking at 0.6 eV was observed with a LO-phonon replica 72 meV lower energy. The DAP transition involved a shallow neutral donor bound state and a residual deep acceptor bound state with the activation energies of 10 and 37 meV, respectively. In the excitation intensity dependent PL, this transition considerably shifted to blue as the intensity increased due to the electrostatic Coulomb interaction. Heavy Mg doping of InN reduced a deep acceptor activation energy, since a large number of ionized acceptors were attracted by holes in the valence band. Donors (in DAP) were likely originated from either the Mg-H complex or interstitial In, which can increase the background electron concentration and possessed the ‘heavy’ n-type character.

Integrated PL intensity was monotonically decreased as a function of the Mg concentration. In time-resolved differential transmission (TRDT) measurements, bi-exponential decay was in evidence for the heavily doped films, which is not an ‘ideal’ recombination dynamic of n-InN. Thus our conclusion was that the commonly reported PL quenching effect upon Mg is in fact due to the onset of trap-assisted Auger. This finding is expected to have significant impact on the device applications of group III-nitrides. If Auger is the true origin of
unexpected quenching of the PL, its intrinsic character cannot be simply removed. Alternately, the potential fallback is reducing the carrier concentration of the material. Under this circumstance, the Auger’s impact is likely minimized.

A selection of In-rich growth was part of a larger program investigating Mg doping in InN, and both the electrical and optical properties of InN:Mg/GaN markedly improved. The effect of Mg in this series significantly lowered the carrier concentration and essentially plateaus at $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. Also observed was a monotonic reduction in the mobility value upon increased Mg concentration. This is an ideal manifestation of a compensated predominant donor-like bulk layer. Correspondingly, a buried p-type layer was deduced by using the variable magnetic field Hall (VFH) effect measurement, although probing p-type conductivity was only seen over a limited Mg concentration range.

In PL, InN:Mg/GaN films exhibited a wide range of spectral features between 0.55 and 0.70 eV. The spectral structure of a high-energy peak just below 0.7 eV was significantly improved for the sample grown with a Mg cell temperature of 280 °C. This spectral feature was perfectly fit into a symmetrical Gaussian shape and the FWHM was only 20 meV. This intriguing property was characterized by a unique quadratic power-law relation in the excitation intensity dependent PL. This surely is irrefutable evidence of a “true” band-to-band transition. In temperature dependent PL, evidence of the band-tailing effect in the high energy wing was clearly seen, further confirming its nature.

The presence of a neutral acceptor bound acceptor was also the highlight of this thesis. Its response to varying excitation intensity yielded a linear power-law exponent $k$, which was a manifestation of excitonic transition. The non-monotonic trend of line broadening as a function of temperature has been described by the Bose-Einstein model and elucidated the temperature induced exciton-phonon interaction. Seeing the neutral acceptor bound exciton transition, PL excitation spectroscopy (PLE) is highly recommended for the future research. PLE is a widely used technique to determine the excitonic structure and in fact, has previously been employed to investigate excitons in Ga(As,N).

Also observed were a number of low PL energy features in an intermediate Mg level. These were originated from the Mg-related deep acceptor states, where the magnetotransport measurements pointed to the buried p-type layers. This view was in parallel with the
preliminary reported activation energies, being in a range of 48 to 50 meV. These levels were only apparent over a limited Mg cell temperature range of 272 to 287 °C, corresponding to the potential “p-type window”. Overdoping of Mg led to the transitions of free-to shallow acceptor bound states, which is a typical of n-InN. These phenomena suggest that a careful balance between relative In and Mg fluxes is required to successfully achieve both the p-type and non-degenerate conduction band (a band-to-band transition). These distinctive observations have provided a significant step towards implications for devices and beyond.

5.2 Key results of Zn-doped InN

Zn was considered to be a potential solution to overcome a surface electron accumulation layer, given its success with InAs. A study of Zn doped InN was also explored using a plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy technique. Both In- and N-rich growth conditions were examined over a wide range of Zn cell temperature of 75 to 248 °C. A surface accumulation layer still strongly affected the surface dependent studies and rendered electrical properties of the InN:Zn/GaN being inaccurate. Nevertheless, the VFH measurement only revealed an electron-mediated feature.

PL measured from N-rich films was swamped by a number of native impurities. The PL spectrum was broadened and shifted to higher energy as Zn concentration increased. Rather structureless PL line-shape restricted further analysis. In contrast, InN:Zn films grown under In-rich conditions exhibited better spectral resolution and consisted of multiple radiative paths over a wide range of PL features between 0.54 and 0.72 eV.

Similar to the effect of Mg, Zn doping of InN also resulted in alternative formation of neutral acceptor bound states initially peaking at 0.6 and 0.67 eV (at a low Zn level). Correspondingly, the activation energies as extracted from the Arrhenius equation also increased as a function of Zn cell temperature. A possible explanation of the highest energy feature at 0.72 eV was the transition of free electrons in the Fermi sea to a shallow bound state, the so called Mahan exciton. Meanwhile, a lower energy feature at 0.54 eV originated from the DAP and the effect of Zn doping particularly gave a rise to its PL intensity. This further confirms that the Zn doping resulted in an increase of the background electron
concentration and as has been the case for a N-rich InN:Mg/YSZ series, either the interstitial In or Zn-H complex doping arrangement was expected.

5.3 Key results of Mn-doped InN

The plausible theoretical calculation predicting room temperature ferromagnetism of III-MnN has triggered the research interest in this area. The central property of InN:Mn has therefore been investigated. In contrast to the former series of Mg and Zn doped InN, the N-rich growth condition not only significantly improved the Mn incorporation but also the catalogue of electrical and optical properties was advanced. Careful control of the Mn mole fraction was of the essence, in order for Mn to incorporate on an In vacancy site and thus forming a p-type. As a direct consequence of the electron accumulation layer, both the carrier concentration and mobility from SFH measurements rather were overestimated and returned an increase with Mn content. Alternatively, VFH measurement has probed a distinctive hole mobility in N-rich InN:Mn, although this finding was observed only with the critical Mn nominal mole fraction of 0.01%. Meanwhile, evidence of a buried p-type layer was not determined from In-rich zones.

As expected from VFH measurements, PL of In-rich zones gave typical n-type characteristics. As the Mn temperature was increased, the emission broadened and the Moss-Burstein effect was distinguishable. In contrast, PL spectra were well-structured for the samples from the N-rich zone. The sample grown with a critical Mn mole fraction of 0.01% particularly exhibited a dominant low feature at 0.54 eV and was indeed a Mn deep acceptor. This feature likely corresponded to a buried p-type layer, which was recognized by VFH and was in fact determined to have a minimum value of the surface Fermi energy as measured by XPS. The transition type of the 0.54 eV peak was convincingly confirmed by photoconductivity measurement (PC), where the onset of a midgap photocurrent (DAP) was in the vicinity of the PL peak. The activation energies were 91 and 35 meV for a Mn deep acceptor and a shallow donor, respectively. The former value coincided with a Mg activation energy in InN. However, the origin of the donors in this DAP transition has remained an open question.
This work concludes that InMnN is a promising ferromagnetic candidate alternative to (In,Ga)MnAs. Answers inevitably lead to more questions and the work undertaken in this thesis is only a partial solution. Essentials of substrate choice, growth temperatures, and annealing effect should be comprehensively investigated for an understanding of the genuine physical properties of InMnN. More importantly, the magnetic property of InMnN also should be carried out to correlate with both electrical and optical properties.
Appendix

A. Molecular beam epitaxy growth and characterization techniques

*Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is the ideal growth method for research purposes due to an easy and precise control of the growth parameters*\(^{237}\). One major factor which utilizes the MBE technique is the UHV environment in the region of \(10^{-9}\) Torr. This clean growth mode significantly precludes oxygen contamination, which initially brought a subject prolific of controversy over InN bandgap.

All InN thin films grown in this thesis is based on a plasma-assisted MBE technique and its system overview is schematically drawn in figure A. Substrates are attached on molybdenum blocks and transfers into the UHV chamber via the load-locks, where a sorption pump brings an initial pressure down to \(10^{-4}\) Torr. A combined operation of a cryogenic pump and an ion pump can further reduce the pressure to \(10^{-8}\) Torr. The latter process is to outgas the growth blocks, although this system shuts down during the actual growth and the pressure maintains at \(10^{-5}\) Torr (only the cryogenic pump operates).

The manipulator heater is connected to the substrate mounted molybdenum block, which enables precise control of the substrate temperature. An HD25 Oxford Applied Research plasma source (the radio frequency inductively coupled) activates \(\text{N}_2\) molecule, which makes a low dissociation temperature of InN of less concern. All metallic species including indium, magnesium, manganese, and zinc are produced by conventional Knudsen effusion cells. Finally, the laser interferometer monitors the growth rate and characterizes the surface morphology through an analysis of reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
Figure A A simple schematic diagram of the nitride MBE system.

The acceptor doping concentration was extracted from secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). SIMS experiments in this thesis used an Atomika 4500 SIMS instrument and a primary 500 eV O$_2^+$ ion beam was employed for the sputtering source. A simple description of SIMS is that the resultant ejected charged secondary ions (i.e. positive or negative) are collected by a mass spectrometer and a careful analysis of the mass/charge gives a precise dopant concentration range.

The surface morphology was recognized by Scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM in this thesis used a Raith 150 electron beam lithography system. A tightly focused electron beam directed to the thin film surface with voltage of 10 keV and the resultant ejected electron digitized into the image via a Leica field emission electron microscope.

Detailed electrical property of p-InN was determined from Hall effect measurements. Room temperature single magnetic Hall effect (SFH) measurements were performed using an EGK HEM-2000 meter. This system is based on the van der Pauw geometry. A combination of a current supply current via evaporated Au ohmic contacts and a magnetic field operation of
0.51 T gives a potential difference across the surface layer. This transverse force characterized by the Lorentz force model returns the useful electrical parameters such as the carrier concentration and mobility.

Meanwhile, variable magnetic field Hall effect measurements (VFH) were conducted using a Quantum Design Model 6000 Physical Property Measurement System. Use of various magnetic fields, which distinguishes groups of carriers with multiple conducting paths, discriminates this type of measurement from the SFH. Hall voltage of each layer can be modeled using quantitative mobility spectrum analysis (QMSA) and the discovery of the carrier concentration and mobility of bulk layers is feasible. (note: one electron, one hole, and a residual low mobility carrier fit was used in this analysis; ie. figure 5.6)

B. Film thickness effect

_Growth and SFH by Dr. Chito Kendrick at University of Canterbury_

The one major growth parameter to be optimized is the film thickness. A number of studies have adequately addressed the effect of thickness on the central properties of InN\(^{139-142}\), where commonly observed was Hall measurements being strongly influenced by the growth rate. Particularly the single magnetic field Hall effect (SFH) measures a lower background electron concentration with an increased film thickness, which represents that the surface effect of the density of threading location and an electron accumulation layer become less relevance\(^{139-143}\).

**Table B** A summary of growth condition (thickness) and Hall effect measurements of InN/YSZ films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film number</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>(\mu) (cm(^2)V(^{-1})s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(n) (cm(^{-3}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>683-InN/YSZ</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>6.8\times10^{18}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>674-InN/YSZ</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>1.5\times10^{19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>672-InN/YSZ</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>2.8\times10^{19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>671-InN/YSZ</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>3.7\times10^{19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670-InN/YSZ</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>8.5\times10^{19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682-InN/YSZ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.0\times10^{20}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(\mu\) \rightarrow mobility, \(n\) \rightarrow carrier concentration
In this study, a series of InN samples were grown with various film thicknesses ranging from 5 to 5000 nm. The parameters of films grown in a thickness dependent series on (111) YSZ are present in table B. Similar to what has been reported previously, the values of the mobility and carrier concentration have gradually improved with thin film thickness. The SFH carrier concentration shows a decrease as a function of film thickness, while the extracted mobility value is considerably increased. The rather low mobility in thinner samples strongly implies the strong influence of the surface electron accumulation layer and the threading dislocation, whereas the sudden upswing of mobility near 5 micron thickness is noteworthy.

The study of optical properties fully agrees with the trend in SFH electrical parameters. In PL, the quantum efficiency increases with the film thickness as shown in figure B. Also observed
was a gradual blueshift of the main emission as it follows the Moss-Burstein effect. All features are asymmetric, having a broad FWHM range approximately 60 meV to 80 meV, which is correlated to the film thickness in some extent. The later onset of high energy feature for the sample grown with a 5000 nm thickness is not consistent with such a trend, although a better spectral resolution suggests a better thin film quality. Meanwhile, an emission from the YSZ substrate is evident in the 5 nm thick InN sample. This indicates that 5 nm is perhaps an insufficient thickness for the optical characterization, where the diffusion of photo-excited carriers occurs much deeper than the actual epilayer.

C. Ion bombardment and annealing effect of Mg-doped InN

Ion implantation by Dr John Kennedy at GNS Science Ltd.

Many literatures discussed that a Mg overdoping introduces donor-like defect complexes and significantly enhances the PL intensity. Detailed studies of PL in Mg-doped InN by Wang et al.133 observed that the sample with the heaviest doping concentration gave a rise of PL intensity from the completely quenched signals. An irradiation particle induced PL study by Jones et al.132 supported such an understanding. In order to more solidly identify the role of native point defects in InN, the effect of ion-bombardment was explored in this research. 2 MeV He⁺ particle beam of 0.42 cm² with 200 nA operating current was used. As mentioned elsewhere, He⁺ irradiation exclusively acts as a donor in InN and significantly increases the background electron concentrations149. Also reported was the He⁺ fluence of 2×10¹⁵ cm⁻² being the most ‘efficient dose’ to override the hole concentration132. The film damage caused by the irradiated He⁺ has been recovered by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) processes.

Figure C shows the evolution of the PL spectrum of GS1810 film subjected to 2 MeV He⁺ and RTA. Subsequent to irradiation, the electron background concentration of this film is likely increased, which corresponds to a high energy feature well above the bandgap. Two features are peaking at 0.82 and 0.42 eV. A possible explanation of these two peaks is that the 0.82 eV peak arises from transitions of degenerate electrons above the CBM to some type of neutral acceptor bound state while the 0.54 peak is likely related to a ‘residual’ Mg acceptor. This Mg level shifts to red owing a combination of the creation of new Mg-H donor level (forms a DAP transition) and the potential fluctuation of neutral bound states222-224 as discussed in section 4.2. Most notably, newly introduced PL intensity increases by more than
Figure C PL spectra of GS1810 as grown, irradiated fluence of $2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ and various annealing temperatures. The inset shows the absolute PL intensities of two designated (arrows) features as a function of annealing temperature.

an order of magnitude, and the maximum PL intensity is reached at an annealing temperature of 260°C. A reduction of intensity is observed at an annealing temperature of 305°C onwards. This refers to the onset of Auger recombination as the p-type re-establishes$^{150}$. Correspondingly, as the RTA temperature increases, the higher energy feature emission blueshifts until the threshold is reached. The same result is obtained for a lower energy peak, although by a lesser amount. This represents a significant reduction in the background electron concentration upon RTA$^{154}$. A noticeable dip at 0.9 eV is attributed to the OH vibration as discussed in section 3.8.
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